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A NEW REVOLUTION OF PULLEY

Cold-forged swivel eye is textile friendly
& accommodates up to three carabiners
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To create our new Apex Swivel Pulley, we combined 54
years of design and manufacturing knowledge with an
uncompromising program of innovation, prototyping and
user feedback.
The result is unmatched security and deceptively simple
operation. This robust, American-made pulley will give
you the confidence to complete your operation, no matter how complex the challenge.

HAND BUILT IN THE NORTHWEST

SPECIFICATIONS

APEX 1.5 Single Swivel Pulley
Model #:
NFPA165120
Material:
Aluminum, Stainless Steel
Finish:
Anodized, Blue/Grey
Dimensions:
5.8” x 2.9”
Weight:
10.8oz (306g)
MBS:
38kN
WLL:
9.4kN
Rope size:
up to 13mm
Sheave Major Diameter:
2.0”
Sheave Tread Diameter:
1.5”
*NFPA-G Certified
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ur original front
cover showed
a dynamic
swing but we took so
long to get this issue
out that Edelrid now
use it as their website
homepage image so
21
we had a last-minute
change! These shots are
from Mainau Island in
lake Constance/
Konstanz. This is
a prestigious
workplace
because it is
effectively
a garden
island
maintained
to exemplary
environmental
and landscape
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standards, indeed, something
of an international showcase
for greener practices. If they
haven't already, pretty soon
they'll be dictating battery
grounds maintenance tools only.
The island is German, sat in a
lake that borders Switzerland,
Germany and Austria, but
it used to be owned by the
Swedish Royal family and is still
maintained by a family with
direct links to Swedish royalty.
Which is why the Swedish flag is
flown over the palace.
The cover and these pages show climbers from Soballa
Baumpflege based in Argenbühl, Germany installing a
lightning conductor on one of the (if not the)
tallest trees on Mainau Island, a job that
demands to be undertaken ONLY in clear
weather! The conductive copper cable
(above) needs to run a safe route from
the ground (and earth discharge point)
to the lightning rod extending well
beyond the top of the tree. Edelrid
were here to get some cool shots
because much of the gear being used
by Soballa is by Edlerid.

SALATHE HELMET

The other very obvious piece of kit in use here
is Edelrid's Salathe helmet. An unusual design
in treework with its lightweight expanded
polypropylene foam shell and protective
ABS dome but it has found much favour with
climbers and rope access workers because it is
light and warm in the cold but well ventilated in heat.

TREEREX BUNGEE
CHEST HARNESS

front

All four climbers in these shots are
using Edelrid's T-Rex sit harness (which
you can see detailed in our back-to-back
article on page14) and their SRT chest
harness, the individually adjustable
Bungee Chest.
•
•
•
•

3D mesh padding for maximum comfort
and improved air circulation
Various attachment loops for attaching
the mobile fall arrester
Adjustable elastic cord for tightening a
knee ascender
Can be connected directly to the hip belt
of the TREE REX tree climbing harness

• T ested impact protection on the sides, front and back of
the head according to EN 12492
•
Chin strap with side buckles for even more comfort
•
Ultralight EPP core (expanded polypropylene) for excellent
shock absorption and high dimensional stability
Robust hard shell in the upper and front area for additional protection,
e.g. in case of falling rocks
Minimalist adjustment system with adjustable straps for a secure fit,
minimal pack size and excellent ventilation
Headlamp attachment with 2 clips at the front and an elastic strap
at the back
Large ventilation openings for continuous air exchange and
heat dissipation
The shape of the helmet is specially designed for use with ski goggles
Ergonomic inner shape with removable, washable pads

•
•
•
•

rear

•
•

JACAMAR

12.5mm ROPE

While it's the Woodpecker 11.5mm climbing rope
that's most in evidence in these shots, Edelrid's
latest rope offering is the larger diameter Jacamar
12.5mm, a double braid using a 24 plait polyester
cover (constituting 56% of total mass) over a 16-plait
nylon inner making up the remaining 44% of mass.
To ensure that it will always match Mainau Island's
green credentials the Jacamar sheath is made of
100% recycled materials. It can be purchased with
Edelrid's ultra-low bulk Weblink termination as
shown in the Jacamar image on the right.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Braided core for maximum shape retention and high
edge stability
Twisted-shrunk cover construction for maximum
abrasion resistance and minimal shrinkage
Bright base colour for high visibility in harsh conditions
Particularly non-slip coat structure for a secure grip
Pleasant handling thanks to Thermo Shield treatment
MBS: 33kN / Max Tensile Strength: 36kN
Static Elongation 2.2-2.4%
108g/m
EN 1891 Type A & ANSI Z133
Colour: Pink(ish)

			

WEB: www.edelrid.com

Island Image: Insel Mainau/Peter Allgaier
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PRODUCTS – ROPE STUFF

TAZ LOV3

ED: For those who like to experiment with shiny stuff, the
ever quirky TazLov2 with its unique tensioned diagonal
descent capability has had an update and is now on version
3 as the TazLov3 with a revised gate that allows attachment
to the rope while still connected to the carabiner which the
TazLov2 was not. Only the one key change so we won't dwell
on it but check it out at:
https://taz3d.fr/

Micro Vault

NEW HELMET
for NORTH AMERICA

Born in 2019 the revolutionary Studson SHK-1 is the most
innovative industrial safety helmet to hit the market.
Designed specifically for the industrial trades, the SKK-1
utilizes cutting-edge head protection components used in
gravity sports but never before used together in an industrial
safety helmet. Koroyd's welded tubes crumple instantly
and consistently on impact, absorbing maximum force in a
controlled manner, minimizing energy transferred to your
head. This unique behavior helps to protect your skull and
brain from direct and angled impacts which may reduce
the risk of suffering a life-changing injury. In the event of
an accident, the tool twICEme®, which is an integrated
chip based on NFC technology that stores emergency
contacts and critical medical information, allows first
responders to quickly access vital data when seconds
matter. The STUDSON SHK-1 is an innovative looking
helmet blending elements from traditional hard hat heritage
and hi-tec sports. The side rails get their inspiration from a
technical knife handle and the rear rail is modular and can
be switched out to achieve full-brim characteristics, providing
sun & rain protection. Available as class C and E, vented and non
vented with visor, nape guard and ear defenders as options and in White,
Orange, Grey, Yellow, Green. Cost: $140. Web: https://studson.com

Forestry & Arboricultural Outfitters

Secure hooks, wherever

[ED: Yet another genius little bit of
metalwork from metal artisans DMM.
We've got these and they're so much
more than DMM's description as....]
For your keys in the camper van, coats
in the hallway, tools in the workshop
or gear on your harness, the lockable
Micro Vault is your secure storage
solution. Big enough to hold two full
sized carabiners and strong enough to
never flinch, Micro Vault can be folded
away when not required or fixed in place
for easy access. Available in a wide range
of colours: Black, Silver/Red, Red, Gold
and costs around £20/$25/€26
Compatible with Parking Lot to allow
installation to webbing up to 45mm.
Weight: 		
22g / 0.77 oz
Gate Opening: 12mm /<1/2"
WLL:		
0.3KN / 676.4 lbf
MBS (Major Axis) 3kN / 674.4 lbf
Dimensions:
35 x 68mm / 1.4 x 2.7"
www.dmmwales.com
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Chainsaw Trousers - Design “A” & “C” Available

Explore the

Product Range at www.fletcherstewart.com

UK Distributor for
Our Expertise, Your Environment www.fletcherstewart.com
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TREE
AUSTRIA
PRO

With the Tree Austria harness mk3.2
discussed in depth in this issue's
Back-to-Back review it is prudent
to mention that a new PRO version
is now also available and very probably addresses some of
the points in that review, particularly with improved waist
comfort. The Pro has redesigned waist belt and leg loops and
a thinner, more versatile central bridge.
Cost is around 20% higher than the 3.2 at
£400/$500/€440
•
Central bridge is narrower and offers
more options
•
Aluminum rings used to connect hip
belt to leg loops
•
Compatible with treeAustria
shoulder harness
•
Ample gear loops
•
Leg loops buckle position optimized
for ease of donning and doffing
Improved weight distribution.
Size 1 - S
Size 2 - M/L
Size 3 - XL
Weight:
Colour:
Certification

www.arbclimber.com
As far as dedicated arb harnesses are concerned, the US went
down the leather saddle route with pin and hole belt and leg
straps while the UK pursued the iconic blue and orange webbing
of the Willans T with integrated sit strap from its beginnings in
1972 to 2010 and beyond. It seems like the Tree Austria harness
has been with us just as long as a European alternative but
in fact it 'only' appeared towards the end of the last century
(sounds older if we word it like that). As a joint venture between
its Austrian inventor Franz Kreuzeder, German&French stockist
Drayer and Austrian textile and safety harness manufacturer
Haberkorn. The Tree Austria has undergone a few evolutions in
its 24 years culminating in the Pro version opposite. Here's the
progression and if your harness is a version 1 you either need
to A) Retire your harness immediately or B) Retire immediately,
almost certainly both:

1998v1

2004 v2

cmcpro.com

6

2008 v3

77 cm - 105 cm
87 cm - 115 cm
95 cm - 135 cm
1750g/ 3.8 lb
black-red
EN813, EN358, ASTM F887

2010 v3.1

MORE IS POSSIBLE

1999v1.1

2014 v3.2

2021 vPro
Web:

drayer.de
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BATTERY ELEVATED PLATFORM

FEATURES

[ED: These things go against the 'climbing' focus of our magazine but there are plenty of
occasions when a hydraulic cherry picker is the simplest and quickest option especially
• Working height from 14m/46ft to
when trimming the outer canopy. Italian company Comet has introduced their Leopard
25m/82ft
tracked hydraulic platform with a Lithium battery drive instead of petrol engine. The
• Lateral outreach up to 11.5m/38ft
Leopard is one of a growing range of hydraulic lifts that will fit more easily through
• Basket capacity max. of 250kg/550lb
narrow and restrictive access points, in this case it will fit a gateway from780mm/2.6ft
• Turret rotation: 360° for 14m model,
for the smallest model to 1040mm/3.4ft for the tallest. 'Climbers-for-every-job' die-hards
400° for 18, 21 and 25 m models
would argue that the capital expenditure on an item like this might take many months, if
• Widening crawler (18, 21 and 25 m
not years, of climbing to recoup the outlay but go quiet when confronted with the words
models)
'Daily Rental' so, more particularly, they require skilled operators, not
• Dual speed
only to manoeuvre the vehicle around sensitive domestic or ornamental
• Lithium battery or petrol engine versions
areas without causing damage, but ensuring that branches being cut that
• Proportional electro-hydraulic controls
might be loaded onto the basket do not overload or destabilise the jib. In
• Wireless remote control
unskilled hands these lifts can be an accident waiting to happen. Comet
• Electric power socket 230 V in basket
state that the tracks are 'non-marking' but this is in comparison to the
• Supplementary electric engine 230 V
more aggressive metal tracks of a digger etc. when used on hard-surfaces.
• Non-marking crawler track
For prize lawns, even these broader profiled rubber tracks will leave marks
you might need to explain and if it's raining it would be best to pre-order
Web: www.officecinecomet.com
some replacement turf now. We've included Comet's useful diagrams
below to show their arc of operation for the 4 model sizes. Lithium
batteries, as always, mean clean and quiet operation,
something that the Mainau Island gardens on this issue's
front cover would definitely approve of.]

NEW

PRECISE CUTS.
POWERFUL PRUNING.
BATTERY POWERED.
ƒ

The latest additions to the STIHL AP System are our most
powerful yet. The HTA 135 telescopic pole pruner is
perfect for removing dead wood, pruning branches and
for cutting back fruit trees in noise sensitive areas. And
thanks to its reinforced telescopic shaft, you’ll be able to
take on any challenge.

“No matter the height of the job, with the HTA 135 I know I
can work safely from the ground and prune with precision
in any environment. Plus the quiet motor, low-vibration and
light weight of the tool makes it a pleasure to work with.”
– Marcel Kickert, horticulturist and landscaper

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE:
THE HTA 135 CORDLESS POLE PRUNER.
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STIHL DEALER. STIHL.CO.UK
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TELESCOPIC
SHAFT

LONG
SERVICE
LIFE

HIGH
POWER
OUTPUT

ARBCLIMBER STOCKISTS
Highlighted ARBCLIMBER stockists also stock
TECHNICAL RESCUE &/or WILDERNESS SAR magazines

USA & CANADA

FREEWORKER
Gilching, GERMANY

ARBORTEC

GUSTHARTS

Remmington VA. USA
www.arbortechonline.com

ARBSESSION
De Pere WI. USA

www.arbsession.com

Blagdon, Tyne&Wear, UK
www.gustharts.com

HONEY BROTHERS
Guildford, Surrey. UK
www.honeybros.com

K2 ProfShop
Aertselaar BELGIUM

www.gaparboristsupply.com

www.k2profshop.be

MOUNTAINTEK

SKYLAND
Liverpool, UK

WESSPUR

Bellingham WA USA
www.wesspur.com

ARBORIST SUPPLY CO
Calgary, Aberta. CANADA
www.arboristsupplyco.ca

UNIVERSAL FIELD SUPPLIES

Mississauga, ON &
Port Coquitlam, BC. CANADA
www.universalfieldsupplies.com

EUROPE

CLIMBTOOLS/ BENK
Mülheim an der Ruhr GERMANY
www.climbtools.de

DONEGANS

Co Cavan, IRELAND
www.donegan.ie

Chamfered Edges

www.freeworker.de

GAP ARBORIST SUPPLY
Kinzers, PA. USA

Hendersonville, NC USA
www.mountaintek.com

Developed in Collaboration
with Kev Bingham
Steel Slic Pin

ARBORIST STORE
Central Point OR. USA

https://arboriststore.com

PRODUCTS - ROPES

www.skylandequipment. com

SORBUS INTERNATIONAL
Frome, Somerset, UK
www.sorbus-intl.co.uk

TREEKIT

Wimborne Dorset, UK
www.treekit.com

PACIFIC
ODSK

Nagano-Ken. JAPAN
www.works-odsk.jp

PROTREE

NT, HONG KONG
www.protreehk.com

RISE

Rouse Hill NSW. AUSTRALIA
www.rise-au.com

TREETOOLS
Auckland. NEW ZEALAND
www.treetools.co.nz

Adjustable Steel
Bollard

Hot-Forged T6
7075 Auminium

NEW
WRENCH
INCARNATION

Earlier this year Notch Equipment announced the release
of their new Flow Rope Wrench and Fusion Flow Combo
giving climbers the freedom of custom friction on their
ropes. Designed and developed in partnership with
Kevin Bingham, the new Notch Flow Rope Wrench
returns to the use of an adjustable bollard which is
an evolution from the ZK-1 model. The new Rope
Wrench also features an improved ultra-low drag
ascent which can be customized to your setup to
save the climbers’ energy. The Flow Rope Wrench
is officially licensed from Singing Tree.
FEATURES:
• Adjustable concave stainless steel bollard provides
custom friction setting
• Improved ultra-low drag ascent
• Fits rope diameters 11mm-13mm (7/16” – ½”)
• Quick and efficient integration with Fusion Tether or
alternative tethers
• Includes stainless steel slic pin for
mid line attachment of the climbing rope
• Robust solid hot forged T6 7075 aluminum
construction
• Rope friendly chamfered edges
• Engineered & developed in
collaboration with original
inventor Kevin Bingham
• Officially licensed from Singing
Tree
• MSRP: $139.99 for the Rope Wrench
$259.99 for the Flow With Fusion Tether

SPECIFICATIONS of FLOW:
MBS: 23 kN/5,400 lbs
ROPE: 11-13mm/7/16-1/2"
DIMS: 51 x 111 x 41mm/2 x 4⅜ x 1⅝"
WT:
113g/0.25 lbs

Web: notchequipment.com
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SIP PROTECTION

Canopy W-Air
Class 1 Chainsaw Protective Trousers
Rich Hackwell

by
Rich is ARBCLIMBER's UK Consultant Editor and 27 year arb veteran. After forestry/ arb college and
work in the private sector he became the Arboriculture Officer for a Local Authority in the UK before becoming the tree rescue instructor
for the Technical Rescue Unit. A veteran Coastguard officer and practitioner and instructor in rope and water rescue, Rich has also been
responsible for the development of rescue procedures and specification/ selection of rescue equipment for the UK’s Coastguard.

COST: £275/$470/€278
WEB: sip-protection.com

T

he W-Air is part of SIP Protection’s Innovation range. On
their website, SIP describe the Innovation range as ‘the
perfect balance between weight, strength and resistance
resulting in the ultimate comfort for the professional user’.
They state the aim of this range was to create a pair of trousers
so light and breathable, you would forget you’re wearing a
protection layer. A lofty aim!
The line has 2 versions: the Forest W-AIR, developed for forestry
and the Canopy W-AIR, for arborists. Both lines have specific
features for their respective operations but share a number of
common features. To create a lightweight trouser they use light
weight materials that you may not be familiar with, Pezatec
and Pezaflex outer fabrics and one you definitely will know,
Dyneema®-based chainsaw blocking fibres. This does indeed
lead to a lightweight trouser with the medium Canopy W-Air’s
quoted as being around 1.1kg/2.4lb.
For this review we looked specifically at the Canopy W-Air
in the grey/hi-vis orange. This is also available in red which is
the more favoured colour in Europe and a muted grey. This
type-A Chainsaw Trouser is specifically designed for climbers
while the Forest for foresters and ground crew and has the
front-only leg protection.

FEATURES as espoused by the manufacturer:

Key characteristics include;
• a large ventilation area to assist when working hard or in
hot weather.
• fully stretchable TeXXion in the waist and crotch to aid fit
and movement and
• 3 inside leg lengths short, regular or tall to assist with sizing
and fit.
• integrated gaiters with lace hook and
• waterproof Pezaflex Aqua (Cordura®) knees,
EXTERIOR
•	Front fly with zip closure – closing by hook, eye and
press stud.
• 2 inset pockets with zip closure.
• 1 inset back pocket with flap and closed by a zipper.
• 1 patched thigh pocket with zip closure
•	1 patched smartphone pocket with waterproof lining on
the right leg with splash-proof zip closure.
•	Elasticated waist with loops for belt and loops for
velcro braces.
• Elastic waist with loops for velcro braces.

12

•	Triple-needle
stitching on the
back seam to the
inside leg.
INTERIOR
•	Nylnet lining
for optimal comfort
(100% polyester).
•	The waterproof
anti-wicking fabric below
on top of the protective
inlay.
•	Elasticated gaiter with metal
lace hook to fix on shoelaces.
•	6 layer front protective inlay based
on Dyneema® yarns.
STANDARDS:
• EUROPEAN STANDARDS
CE EN ISO 13688 : 2013
EN 381-5 : 1995 / Class 1-20m/s A

IN ACTION

I tested these trousers both while climbing (including a
technical dismantle) and on the ground (ground work,
felling and logging). I was using them with a Petzl Sequoia
harness and Haix Protector Forest boots.
SIP have a very good size guide on their website which allowed
me to select a size that fitted quite accurately – when ordering
online it can be something of a lottery with some brands and
if you can spare the time it's definitely better to get to your
local stockist for a try-on. Larger muscle structure in the calf
and thighs doesn't necessarily correlate to an overall larger
body size so, some size ranges that fit the leg are too large
elsewhere or the smaller sizes can be too restrictive on parts
of the leg. This is especially the case with these more closefitting technical climbing trousers than the more generous
and forgiving ground work fit. The Canopy size range and fit is
good with: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL combined with the options for
leg length: Regular, Small and Tall. These options alongside the
more elastic Cordura-style fabric and re-engineered crotch area
allowed me to get a good fit with the XL-Regular for my quite a
large frame at around 6ft (and shrinking!).
The 'technical' aspect of the fit includes a 'mesh' lining and
tough (in fact Teflon) waterproof outer as well as strategically
comfort-lined areas like the waist hem with quite large
ventilated areas most obvious on the back of the knees meant
these were comfortable to wear both in the tree and on the
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ground in all weathers. That's a fairly
general statement that you would
expect of one of those online 'quickie'
reviews but they actually are. We
would be more likely to point out
that the waist didn't feel good in a
harness or the crotch area was too
restrictive or that a well fitted leg
require too long a leg to get the right
fit but these were Goldilocks – for
me at least. I suspect that a tall,
wiry frame might need to mix and
match the Short/Regular/Long
leg sizes a bit more precisely to
a narrower waist. Despite being
a European design these will fit
the typically 'fuller' US frame well (no abusive emails please).
The design and good choice of materials allowed stretch and
free movement when climbing. The weight, lesser material
thickness and ventilation were definitely of benefit when
working for long periods and in warmer weather but this is
of course compared to similar chainsaw protective trousers –
compared to a pair of shorts they're nowhere near as light and
airy. Out of interest I did compare these to a pair of my original
SIP trousers I had from over 20 years ago. These are worlds
apart in weight, fit and comfort, my original pair should have
had a duvet TOG rating and needed to be passed up separately
on a haul line while I climbed in something lighter! With my
rescue head on, the light weight material also means the
trousers pack down well, are light and take up less room which
is good when transporting lots of different types of PPE in a
'go-bag'. If there is a downside, it's a general observation that
we have mentioned before – lightweight chainsaw protection
MUST mean less protection than you think. Boots are the
same – Class 1 is the bare minimum in protective terms and
it equates only to a small saw on run-out – an accidental nick
rather than direct impact. If your finger is still on the trigger
when the chain hits your leg you're going to see injury. That's
not a criticism of the Canopy W-Air, that's just the way it is for
all lightweight climbing gear. You just need to be aware that you
are far from invincible even with the quality of these trousers.
The trousers will take a belt or can utilise the tri-loop braces.
I liked the tri-loop system as it is robust, bulk free and avoids
buttons and clips. It works well for both ground and climbing,
avoiding a belt digging in with a harness.

I’m a big one for keeping essential
kit close at hand. There's less than
on the ground-base Forest version
but a large side pocket is able
to take trauma dressing and
tourniquet and/or cell-phone,
the small side pocket is good
for rescue knife, multitool,
small tools or a small cellphone. Both pockets are
secured by a decent zip with
a tag to allow easy access
even with gloves. Your
harness design will dictate
how accessible these are
when climbing.

CONCLUSIONS

SIP state in their background info that the aim of this range was
to create a pair of trousers so light and breathable, you would
forget you’re wearing a protection layer! I’m not sure we’re
quite there yet. But these trousers are definitely well on that
road, they are well fitted, with good features and good to work
in both on the ground and in the tree. There's plenty of quality
competition out there in this technical class of garment and
materials and features continue to evolve so the Canopy W-Air
are better than most and a purchase you can be confident in
making. If only chainsaw protection could progress as much as
garment features and materials. The same weight and comfort
as these but Class 3- that would be something.

Dynamic
Cabling
Supplies
wesspur.com/cabling
Great gear, great prices,
great service!

The gaiters were very effective in keeping the lower trouser
in place and keeping out the saw dust, they were a little tight
when fitting over my more alpine style Protector Forest boots,
but a very good fit and with the general flex in the material
above it, didn't make the legs feel too restrictive of movement
which can often be the case with gaiters that attach directly to
the boot or boot laces.
The orange grey styling we tested provided excellent visibility,
both in the canopy and on the ground, with the bright colours for
day and retro reflective for low-light (both reflective beading and
reflective band). While high visibility isn’t to everyone’s' taste, it’s
a must for many: it helps ground crew keep tabs on the climber;
helps to stop a second climber dropping things on me (unless
he's doing it on purpose?); being run over by plant or vehicles
and would certainly help me be found if I’m lost or injured.
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EUROPE
& the USA

from

« In this comparison we give as much detail as we can on five
key harnesses produced in Europe and one from the USA

14
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EUROPEAN
USAHARNESSES

Action Photos by Laurent PIERRON

Thanks to our colleagues at Arboristes Mag in France for producing this excellent follow-up
review. French-speakers can check out their website at www.arboristes-mag.com

I

n the previous issue we compared the harnesses
designed by French manufacturers, this time we
are comparing European models from Germany,
Austria and Italy plus a surprise guest from
the USA. The testers have not changed for this
second comparison, the weather conditions have
changed though, it was hot... Two days of sharing
around these products and much discussion which we
hope will guide you in deciding the best harness for
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Studio Photos by Loïc MORVAN
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Arborist
Harnesses

www.arbclimber.com

your next purchase...A word about our testers, three
well-known and recognized French arborists, who have
vast experience as professional arborists and each
differs in size, which allows us to analyze all of the size
adjustments available on these harnesses. We review
all of the key features essential in choosing the right
harness to hang around in for several hours a day!
But enough talk, time now for some practical analysis...
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ACCESSORIES

WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS:
This harness is distinguished by its robust construction
and materials and its load capacity. The bridge, easily
replaced without the need for tools, is a feature of
this design. Easy to put on and with a wear indicator
which significantly reduces the risk potential. A
comprehensive chest harness that connects via
extension straps to the waist belt easily convert this
into a full body harness.

Chest Harness
Chainsaw Lanyard

Seat

Equipment Hook

ACCESSORIES

CONNECTORS
RING OPEN
- openable ring
RING
Sm & Lg Ring

Shoulder strap

Sternal attachment
chest harness

REPL ACEMENT PARTS

Central Bridge 1 or 2 rings

16
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TREE AUSTRIA
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: An updated
version with more precise adjustment and better
distribution of the climber's weight. The leg loops are
now wider, more ergonomic and envelope the back
of the thigh for a more comfortable fit. Flexibility can
be adjusted thanks to thin, removable panels at the
back of the padding. The tail-end of straps on the
belt's Cobra-buckle has been reinforced to prevent
loosening under the load of a chainsaw. Anchor
points have been enhanced and there are now
additional gear loops.

Chest Strap
assembly

Sit strap and assembly kit

REPL ACEMENT PARTS

adjustable riser strap

connecting strap

18

bridge ring
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TREEMOTION EVO
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS:
Premium arborist harness, all parts of which
are removable, washable and replaceable
(backrest, central bridge, left and right leg
loops and padding and the triangulation
leg/hip strap, foam). Optional chest straps.
Custom gear loops on the waistbelt.

Chest
Harness

ROPE-BONES
for looped bridge

Chainsaw lanyard

KNOT-BLOCK
for self-tied bridge

REPL ACEMENT PARTS
LIGHT model

Alloy rings

custom-storage
cord and plastic tube

Leg loop comfort pads

replaceable leg loops

20

Waist padding

Ring color: GREEN = Personal protective anchor points / RED = equipment attachment only
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Central Bridge
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ACCESSORIES

WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS:
Guaranteed safe and comfortable working on a
single rope thanks to the various attachment options
including an SRT bridge. The innovative 3D-Vent
technology and the large semi-rigid padding ensure
good ventilation and unparalleled comfort.

Chest harness

Carry hooks

First Aid Kit

Removable SRT bridge on the SRT version

SRT Bridge
Central Bridge

22

Newer versions will no longer be marked EN 358 but 'R' for RESTRAINT/RETAINED but still EN 358 compliant
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ACCESSORIES

WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS:
More durable reinforced central bridge.
Adjustable bridge connection with the option
of two attachment positions. Very good
support and comfort. STS automatic buckles
with patented safe, three-stage opening,
without buttons on the leg loops. Stainless
steel for maximum safety and unbeatable
strength. Patented ventral attachment for the
chest harness and ascender.
Chest Harness

Chainsaw lanyard

Carry hooks

Seat

Bridge rings

24

Central Bridge
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SENTINEL

WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS:
One of the lightest harnesses on the market. Contoured,
perforated foam padding for good ventilation in the back
and thighs. Combination D-rings/Rigging plates provide
3 adjustment positions for the rope bridge to adjust the
leg-loops.

The newest model is all-black

REPL ACEABLE PARTS

T: 01670 789701 E: SALES@GUSTHARTS.COM
MILKHOPE CENTRE, BLAGDON, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE13 6DA
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MODEL (& MANUFACTURER)

TREE AUSTRIA
(EUROLINE)

(SKYLOTEC)

EUROPEAN&USA
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TREE MOTION EVO

TREE REX

(TEUFELBERGER)

MATERIAL (s)

SENTINEL

(CAMP)

(NOTCH)

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES
Official WEIGHT (kg)
User-Verified WEIGHT (kg)
STANDARDS
MAX LIFESPAN

TREE ACCESS

(EDELRID)

XS-M & M-XXL

1, 2 & 3

Uni-size

1 or 2

S-L or L-XXL

1 or 2

3. 48 > 2.47kg / 7.7-5.4lb

1.9kg / 4.2lb

2.2kg / 4.8lb

1.4 > 1.6kg / 3.1-3.5lb

1.96 > 2.03kg / 4.3-4.5lb

1.75kg / 3.8lb

1.86 > 2.56kg / 4-5.6lb

1.85 > 1.92kg / 4-4.2lb

2.56kg / 56.3lb

1.36 > 1.80kg / 3-4lb

1.98 > 1.98kg / 4.3-4.3lb

1.80 > 2.02kg / 4-4.44lb

CE EN 358 / CE EN 813

CE EN 358 / CE EN 813

CE EN 358 / CE EN 813

CE EN 358 / CE EN 813

CE EN 358/CE EN 813/CE EN 361/chest

CE EN 358 / CE EN 813

10 years

10 years

10 years

10 years

10 years

10 years

nylon, polyester, aluminium, steel

nylon, polyester, aluminium, steel

nylon, polyester, aluminium,
steel, Dyneema

nylon, polyester, aluminium,
steel

polyester, steel, aluminium

nylon, polyester, aluminium,
steel

1x 38cm/20" bridge

1x bridge 23cm /9"

2x bridges 110cm/" (allow for
knot tying)

2xbridges 145cm/57" (allow for
knot tying)+SRT bridge version

1x bridge 34cm/13.4" with 2 sewn
eyes + central SRT web eyes

1x bridge 105cm/41.3" (allow for
knot tying)

COLOUR(s)
BRIDGE (s)
BRIDGE RINGS (s)

1

1

1

1

1

1

LANYARD ATTACHMENT POINTS

2x Side Ds

2x Side Ds

2x Side Ds / 2x Rings on bridge

2x Side Ds / 2x Rings on bridge

2x Side Ds / 2x Rings on bridge

2x Side Ds

COST

£425/$560/€530 inc VAT/tax

£340/$420/€390 inc VAT/tax

£479/$630/€575inc VAT/tax

£385/$530/€390 inc VAT/tax

£333/$450/€330 inc VAT/tax

£413/$460/€510 inc VAT/tax

ID PANEL/LOCATION

In a pouch on the waistbelt

On the waistbelt behind the gear loop

Inside the waistbelt behind the
foam padding

In a pocket in the left leg loop

Plastic label between the waist belt
and the back support padding

sewn behind the back support on
the waistbelt

Height: 20cm / 7.9"
'Aerated' Foam padding

Height: 19cm / 7.5"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height : 20cm / 7.9"
'Aerated' Foam padding

Height: 15 cm / 5.9"
Aerated' Foam padding

Hauteur: 14 cm / 5.5"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height: 14.6cm / 5.7"
'Aerated' Foam padding

COMFORT

COMFORT

WAIST BELT

Height: 22cm / 8.7"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height: 20cm / 7.9"
Foam padding

Height: 23cm / 9"
Foam padding

LEG LOOPS

Height: 15.5cm / 6.1"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height: 24cm / 9.4"
mesh lined foam padding

Height: 14.5cm / 5.7"
Foam padding

ADJUSTMENT

ADJUSTMENT

WAISTBELT-BRIDGE
BRIDGE-LEG LOOP RISERS
BUCKLES

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt and
leg loops

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt and leg loops
Cobra buckles

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt
and leg loops

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt
and leg loops

BRIDGE CONNECTION

• 6x

webbing loops/eyes
(inc 4 with plastic sheath)
• 2x Web openings for Caritool

Openable D-Rings

• 4x

webbing loops/eyes
• 2x web openings for Caritool
• 4x metal rings
• Elastic for first aid kit

• 2x webbing loops/eyes
• 6x plastic D-rings
• strap for first aid kit
• optional gear loops provided

• 4x webbing loops/eyes
• 4x gear loops
• Velcro pocket for First Aid Kit
• RFID chip

Shackles

Openable D-Rings

Openable D-Rings

Chest Straps IGNITE ARB TOP
Chest Straps RECORD TOP CACH

Chest straps

'BOSUNS' SEAT

size 1, 2 or 3

RING OPTIONS

Ø int 46mm/1.8"

BRIDGE OPTIONS
(lengths measured from end to end)
EQUIPMENT CARRIERS

Bridge with one or two rings

3x central bridge options:
L. 25cm/9.8", 30cm/12", or 35cm/13.8"

Chest straps

• 8x plastic covered gear loops
• 4x carry-hook slots
• 2x metal rings (for chainsaw)

Shackles

Rigging plate with 3 eye options

Chest Harness
ACCESS CHEST (EN 361)

ACCESS RING Ø int 34mm / 13.4"
or 45mm / 17.7"

T-RING Ø int 40mm /15.7"
• A s a strap 40cm/15.7", 45cm/17.7" or
50cm/19.6"
• A s rope-Set of 2, self-tie 123cm/48.4"
or 180cm/70.8"
• A s rope with sewn eyes 40cm/", 45cm/"
or 50cm/", in 2 colors

• double bridge kit 150cm/59"
• prusik cord 100cm/39.3"
• 1 alloy bridge ring
• SRT bridge
SM CLIP S, SM CLIP 3R

• ANSI BRIDGE + buckle on the side
32cm/12.6", 37cm/14.6" or 42cm/16.5"
• ANSI GYRO BRIDGE + buckle on the side
32cm/12.6", 37cm/14.6" or 42cm/16.5"
• ANSI BRIDGE without buckles on the side
32cm/12.6" or 37cm/14.6"
TOOLER/SAWER, GEAR LOOP/KILO/HUB

• replacement bridge rope
metal hook

All types of chainsaw and Equipment carriers can be accommodated

All types of chainsaw and Equipment carriers can be accommodated
•Padding for all straps • KNOT BLOCK
& ROPE BONES bridge D hardware
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Chest Harness
BUNGEE CHEST

ACCESS SWING

Bungee cord

DOUBLE TRI, DOUBLE O TRI

OTHER FEATURES

28

•9
 x webbing loops/eyes
(7 large & 2 small)
• 2x slots for chainsaw hook
• elastic for First Aid Kit

OPTIONS

OPTIONS

STRAPS / CHEST / TORSO

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt
and leg loops

FUNCTIONALITY

FUNCTIONALITY

PROVISION FOR EQUIPMENT CARRIERS

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on leg
loops, no buckle on belt

ISSUE 21 ARBCLIMBER

• FIRST AID KIT

• GOLDEN PADDING- waist pad
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Take a step up into the canopy!

We designed

first sole engineered
for arborist boots
www.arbpro.it

Climbing zone with integrated lugs
Integrated gaiters
Integrated SRT loop (replaceable)
EZLoop™
Round shaped and engraved
lugs providing maximum grip in
all directions even on slippery
surfaces. Grip at 360°
Accurate lacing system

Straight lugs to provide stability

Lateral flaps with tapered lugs

Reinforced heel
PU lightweight and
flexible mid sole

High grip rubber compound
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AVERAGE

Tester A

Tester B

Tester C

AVERAGE

Tester A

Tester B

Tester C

AVERAGE

Tester A

Tester B

Tester C

AVERAGE

Tester A

Tester B

Tester C

AVERAGE

SCORES OUT OF 5
Tester C

PACKAGING / INSTRUCTIONS........ out of 5

SCORES OUT OF 5
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2

2
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3
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3.16

2

2

2.5

2.16

2

2

1.5

1.83

2.5

3

2.5

2.66

3.5

4

3.5

3.66

3.5

4

3.5

3.66

4.5

4.5

4

4.33

2.5

3.5

2.5

2.83

4.5

4.5

4

4.33

2.5

3.5

3

3

3.5

3.5

3

3.33

3

3

2.5

2.83

4

4

3

3,66

4,5

5

4.5

4.66

0

0

0

0

4

4

4

4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

3

3

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

3

3

2.83

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Tester A (1m85/6'1" – 85kg/187lb)
Tester B (1m69/5'5" – 75kg/165lb)
Tester C (1m66/5'4" – 67kg/148lb)

IGNITE ARB (Ignite Record)
Tester A: The padding on the waistbelt

is particularly comfortable. The accessories, harness
and shoulder straps suffer from being fiddly to attach,
but they are comfortable. The whole assembly with
accessories is heavy and imposing, particularly the
central bridge and the pole-strap/side D-rings.
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SENTINEL (NOTCH)

Tester B

ease or celaning and/or replacing harness components (exc. warranty serviced
components)

TREE ACCESS (CAMP)

Tester A

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS...... out of 5

TREE REX (EDELRID)

AVERAGE

ACCESSORISE....... out of 5
Available accessories, modular components, layout and customization

TREEMOTION (TEUFELBERGER)

Tester C

COMFORT AND ADJUSTABILITY........out of 5
Ability to adjust, easy to put on and to use, adapts to different body shapes,
comfort during work, movement, during suspension, sizes...

TREE AUSTRIA (EUROLINE)

Tester B

TESTERS

IGNITE ARB (SKYLOTEC)

www.arbclimber.com

Tester A

TESTERS' OPINIONS

www.rescuemagazines.com

TREE AUSTRIA
Tester A: Easy to adjust and it has

plenty of gear loops. The waistbelt
is comfortable and the bridge
connections are practical and allow
for easy replacement. The harness and
shoulder straps are easily attached.
The waist belt padding is too flexible and not wide
enough. The leg straps are quite bulky and you must be
careful not to get confused between the connectors of
the leg straps and the sit strap/seat (see photos below)
and also the chest harness web attachments.

Tester B: The harness seems clumsy with poor ergonomics.
The stainless steel buckles are impractical. The whole thing
held up well on the move, but I found the thigh straps to be
too wide and rigid. When dismantling a trunk, the comfort
of the padding on the back is good, but you feel pressure on
the thighs, maybe not adjusted adequately? Wide range of
accessories but bulky and impractical to assemble.

Tester B: Adjustment is very easy and the weight/

Tester C: Relatively new to the arb sector, Skylotec
presents a robust and quality product. Stainless steel
buckles (different to the usual Cobra-buckles with diagonal
opening via two inverted push buttons), preformed and
semi-rigid leg straps and a removable webbing bridge
attaching to an 80 mm diameter aluminum ring which can
accept at least 3 carabiners).

Tester C: An old design but still relevant, capable and
well made. It has a great range of accessories and is
unusual in being able to alter the rigidity of the thigh
straps thanks to the addition of plastic inserts. Another
useful feature are the 'bow-D' shackles that connect the
bridges, seat etc. these are easy to use and adjust.

ARBCLIMBER ISSUE 21

comfort ratio is very good. The leg loops are large and can
actually keep your thighs warm. On the move it is very
pleasant and it holds up well, although, when cutting and
especially sectioning down, the back padding is a little too
flexible (deforms a little). This harness is nice and simple
but the positioning of some of the straps is not ideal.

NB: the smaller buckle at the top is to attach the sit strap/seat not the leg loops
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TREEMOTION EVO (+ Light )

.com

Tester A: The EVO is sleek and adapts

well to our needs. Easily adjustable, it has a very
comfortable waistbelt and leg loops. There are many
possible spare parts and gear loops as well as chest
harness (but this is very minimalist). The lifespan is too
short but not easy to discern because it is presented
differently on the harness label and in the leaflet. There
are a lot of unnecessary strap lengths which are difficult
to stow. Is it useful to have two different bridge systems?
The LIGHT version offers the same characteristics as
the EVO with bridge adjustment by knot. It has only one
bridge and no standardized hardpoint attachment on the
waistbelt. Padding on the waist and leg loops is thinner
on the LIGHT than the EVO.

Tester B: It is immediately comfortable, with its very
wide back section of the waist belt. Easy to adjust
with simple equipment loops and the possibility of
customising your storage. It holds up very well when
moving around the tree but deforms during polestrapping/sectioning with heavier chainsaws causing
pressure on the hips. Teufelberger offers a lot of spare
parts and very few optional accessories.

ELEVATING TREE PEOPLE
Silverbull

01202 573575

www.TREEKIT.com

oﬃce@treekit.com

TREEKIT, Unit 1, Axis 31, Oak Field Road, Three Legged Cross, Wimborne, BH21 6FE

@TREEKITARB

Tester C: Evo has become the reference harness for

modern arborists. Designed by the TreeMaginers team
(Bern Strasse, Mark Bridge and Chris Cowel), it broke new
ground in design terms. The robust and resilient waist belt
and leg loops has stood the test of time. The harness is
entirely customixable from bridges to gear loops and carry
hooks which can be placed almost anywhere on the waist
belt. All foam padding can be removed for cleaning or
replaced altogether. The new D-rings allow 3 types of bridge
assembly (knotted ropes, sewn ropes and sewn straps).
The 'uni-size' is a weak point, especially for small builds, the
waistbelt being wide and rigid, it feels a bit like a corset.
TREE MOTION is available in a USCA version (2.3kg/5lb),
this is the first version, with less elaborate bridge
triangulation D-rings, for those who only want a bridge
and are on a budget. The Light version (1.8kg/4lb) without
the automatic (fast-clip) buckles has a less rigid waistbelt,
but retains the comfort padding for the waist and thinner
leg loops.

BY ARBORISTS FOR ARBORISTS
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Tester A: Very comfortable and easy

to adjust, it has optional shoulder straps
with CHEST integration for SRT. The Carry-tool holders
are nicely integrated with a reinforced webbing slot
on the rear of the waistbelt. Two bridges are adjusted
by fixed knots with an additional central tie-in point on
the waistbelt. The embedded RFI chip allows tracking
for inspection and inventory. The Bridge's eye on the
D-ring is too small and the bridge can get out of sync,
either too loose or too tight at either end. Also, the
chest harness securing straps and the belt buckles are
not too easy to remove.

ADJUSTABLE

COMFORTABLE

DURABLE
USA-CRAFTED

Tester B: This harness was a pleasant surprise: its
set up is fast and easy. It is lightweight with very good
back support. The padding is well ventilated to alleviate
perspiration in hot weather with the leg loops providing
good support and comfort around the thighs. On the
move it is a pleasure to use. The gear loops are well
identified and easy to access. It functions well for
dismantling/pole-strapping with just slight pressure at
the hips. On the other hand, the accessories are difficult
to set up but they are well designed and clever.

Designed for the ultimate in comfort and
support, the Denali rises to the occasion
when you need a saddle that you can
depend on for all-day performance.
Premium quality materials pair with reliable
craftsmanship, ensuring this is the saddle
that you’ll reach for time and time again.

Tester C: This has a number of innovative technical

features, a wide and rigid waistbelt, with a multi-layered
web structure that ensures good support. The waistbelt
is so effectively ventilated you can almost see through it
(3D Vent Technology). One of the special features of this
harness is the SRT bridge providing a fixed anchor point
on the waistbelt for SRT. The SRT bridge passes inside the
belt strap which is quite practical during ascent affects
comfort during suspension. A plus with the first aid kit is
that it can be safely moved forward and used while still
attached, thanks to a pull tab.
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TREE ACCESS

SENTINEL

Tester A: Very simple and functional

Tester A: Very good back support, ease

leg buckle system. Meets EN 361 with
the addition of dorsal shoulder straps or optional
full chest harness. Maybe a general lack of comfort with
a lot of length of webbing and a single bridge (difficult to
add a second bridge). There is also limited options for a
chainsaw hook.

Tester B: Very practical to put on, easy adjustment,
simple and ingenious buckles, comfortable on the waist
and thighs, easy triangulation. Very little pressure on the
hips during movement but it deforms with the weight
of a chainsaw and becomes unpleasant when using the
lanyartd.pole-strop on the front D's. The chest strap/
harness options are comfortable and easy to put on.
Tester C: Presented as a multi-task harness (and which
turns into an EN361 full body harness for fall arrest
with the addition of the chest harness), it is not very
homogeneous.

Good back support, it tends to tilt you back during
suspension or pole-strapping. It is then necessary to
think about slackening off the leg loops straps to alter
your orientation via the bridge-union.

of adjustment and stability of the bridge
union. Very practical waist adjustment
and sufficient number of equipment loops with the metal
chainsaw attachment eyes in the right places. Flexible
adjustment bridge length via knots. Apart from the
chainsaw hook (to be placed where you want) there are
no options even for chest straps and only one original
bridge. The chest buckle is difficult to open to remove
the harness and the size correlation between the leg
straps and the waist belt is not consistent.

Tester B: Very comfortable to wear for climbing and
dismantling and good back support. The gear loops are
easy to access, I like the concept of the Velcro belt which
provides extra hold and makes it easy to use the buckles.
Good weight to comfort ratio. The settings are easy,
you just have to get used to the buckles. An integrated
attachment hook but unfortunately very few options.
Tester C: Unique to the Sentinel is its Velcro secured

'inner-belt' which provides extra support/comfort band
allows precise waist adjustment (the buckles are very similar
to those of Edelrid). We appreciate the Sentinel
more in winter, quite warm in summer. Good back support.
Very pleasant to use. Too bad there are no accessories.

CONCLUSION
These nouveau-European style harnesses show that
manufacturers spend a lot of time and energy to
ensure the wellbeing of arborists. There is something
for all tastes and all sizes. Wider back support on waist
belts are one of the newer trends, double bridges are
now increasingly fitted as standard. So how to make
a choice? It's all in the details when the harnesses are
of similar quality and in the use you are going to put
them to. They are all adjustable with high and low
attachment points/bridges. Some are equipped with:
• a short and/or long bridge for lower or higher attachment
and allowing for greater length adjustment via a range of
ingenious union plates/connectors
• Enhanced back support = less pressure on the hips
• the possibility of attaching a chest harness or chest straps
to allow for fall arrest (EN 361), for use during access work
• a set of shoulder straps for SRT
• a range of replacements for worn components.
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Of these 6 harnesses, 2 are new models: the
TReeRex (EDELRID) and the Ignite ARB (Skylotec); the
TreeMotion Evo has revised its bridge union rings but
the structure remains the same while the TreeAccess,
TreeAustria 3.2 and the Sentinel have not changed
much in recent years.
To conclude, the test of the 12 harnesses in this
and the last issue's BacktoBack articles are among
the most used and distributed in Europe and has
allowed us to define some broad general guidelines
[which don't necessarily apply to all of the US market
where traditional designs are still very popular]. All
these harnesses are perfectly adapted to techniques
used in modern ornamental arboriculture. They are
comfortable, with a wide range of accessories and the
ability to adjust from SRT [SRS] or DRT/DdRT [MRS].
In short, as in the previous article, we haven't chosen
a favoured model for you, because they vary so much
with they way you work but do not hesitate to go to
the store to try them out and get advice.
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POWER ASCENDERS 
FOR PROFESSIONALS.
ActSafe Power Ascenders are an ingenious combination of
a high-capacity rope winch in a compact, lightweight and
user-friendly design. They simply redefine the possibilities
for working in vertical environments.
skylotec.com

ActSafe RCX
• developed for effortless and
efficient rescue operations
• enables transport of loads
or persons in hard-to-reach
areas
• 0-24 m/minute at 250 kg,
IP67 standard
• remote control up to 150 m

JAPANESE ARB

www.rescuemagazines.com

WORKING
with SRT/SRS devices
Rope Runner, Rope Runner Pro, Unicender, Rope Wrench, Chicane/ZigZag, Akimbo, Hitch Hiker
by

Paul Poynter & ODSK – Japan

Paul is originally from the UK. He has been climbing since 2005 and
moved to Japan in 2011. He lives in Matsumoto (Japan’s Northern Alps), works with the leading arb stockist ODSK and uses his
considerable artistic talents to produce work as the Wooden Hand project

I will analyse fluidity and safety of work positioning
systems. Fluidity refers to an ease of use that
is distinct from devices designed for industrial
access. Arborists must move in three dimensional
space and the climbing system is rigged, de-rigged
and rigged again numerous times throughout a work
situation.
The Japanese and European perspective, even when
contextualized historically, leads the current fashion
of climbing devices to the same place, with only
minor differences in design language and style of use.
This is pertinent and deserves deeper thought.
National standards obviously differ between
countries, Japan has more accessibility to lesser
known devices due to less stringent legal standards,
though there has been an acceleration of available
devices in the UK too.

ASCENT

The belay device should change to a neutral
mode on ascent and become close to frictionless
as the foot and knee ascender take charge. This
means that the rope runs vertically through the
device (rope, mechanical etc). Any belay device
should function to lock closed on the rope when
the climber decides to put their weight into it,
and so a hitch by itself is not an unsafe way to
climb, but it should be remembered that descent is
difficult and could be dangerous. When paired with
a separate friction tool (either above or below)
a hitch is manageable but still not advisable as
better tools are readily available. The ZigZag
(Petzl) is the same, in their instruction, ascent
is allowed, weighting the rope is allowed, but
descent prohibited unless a separate friction
tool is used, exactly the same as a hitch. When
attempting to release a hitch on a Stationary
Rope System the climber will at first experience
an intense tightening and therefore need to use
an over abundance of force. The burst of released
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energy will induce a fast and uncontrolled descent,
melting the hitch, rope and skin. It may bring the
climber to a sudden stop, with possible dangerous
peak loading at the anchor.
SRS devices change from neutral ascent, to lock
and then descent, it is taken as granted that this
three-way functionality is available, in a variety
of devices. It should be noted that there is a
lexicon of tools and techniques that preceded
the SRS ‘Multicender’ and in gaining simplicity,
modern climbers, through time, lose a number
of interesting techniques.

DESCENT

There are some devices that have been used by
Rescue and other Work at Height disciplines for
many years, that typically are not used by modern
SRS climbers. Arborists too used devices such
as Petzl’s ‘GriGri’ and ‘RIG’ and Edelrid’s ‘Eddy’.
These ‘box cam devices’ are simple in design
and function and allows a lot of pressure to be
applied to the rope in a small area. This pressure
is released by opening out and then pulling a lever.
These devices are popular with rock climbers too,
Trango’s Cinch is one that found a loving home on
the Arborists side lanyard.
The box cam lever is usually operated with one
hand on the lever and a braking hand on the
rope next to ones hip, this is a typical descent
technique. Climbers that operate in an up and down
environment can usually afford to give up both
hands for descent. Recommended descent speeds
relate to the heating up of materials, TAZ clearly
state a maximum descent speed in their literature
for the Lov2 and 3.
It is possible to use two hitches, stacked one above
the other, this spreads the loading over a larger
area of rope. Climbing is cumbersome but this is an
interesting technique to have in your toolbox.
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Kevin Bingham created the Rope Wrench and paired
to a single hitch can be used. Petzl’s mechanical hitch
(ZigZag) can also be paired with the Wrench (Chicane)
and finally there are bona_fide mechanical
devices. In conception order, Unicender,
Rope Runner, Bulldog Bone, Akimbo and
most recently the Rope Runner Pro. All
of these mechanical devices share some
similarities and differences in design. The
Unicender has a small lever action which relates
directly to the difficulty of one handed operation,
fortunately there are two modes of operation,
wrapping rope around the body of the Unicender
allows easy descent operation. Rope Runner,
Bulldog Bone and Akimbo all use a lever action
but it is the Runner that has the smoothest action
due to it using three points of contact and the
longest lever. Between the top and middle friction
point of the Runner there is a unique and complex
motion that allows instant reaction and manipulation
of pressure and speed. Like the Bulldog Bone,
Akimbo, Hitch/Wrench and ZigZag, the Runner can
be operated with a single handed pulling motion
for descent but novel to it the Runner can be
released at the top friction point (opened) and
pushed (closed) at the second friction point.
It is a complex yet easy to use mechanism
that allows great control.

DIAGONAL DESCENTS

A person stands on one side of a river
wanting cross to the other side. They have
two options, walk 10m’s along the bank, 5M’s
across a bridge and then 10m’s back. Or take
a running jump to cross directly. Tree climbers
have the same options, either descend to the
crotch of the lower branch and then climb upwards
and outwards along it. Or use energy contained in the
pendulum to jump diagonally downwards. It is not for
me to say which one is best
or safest but ‘jumping’ becomes a natural movement
and is best achieved with one hand operating the belay
and one hand outstretched to the incoming target. Swinging
on the pendulum and releasing the belay is a dynamic and
exciting action but in truth the movement of the belay device
covers no more distance than 3m, and usually much less,
so that materials at the contact points do not heat up
dramatically. (There is much more heating with a prolonged
vertical descent.)
All of the Multiscenders listed at the top of the article allow
two aspects, a clear vertical channel for the rope to run through
and low pressure release response when descending and while
‘one handed jumps’ are not typically taught to beginners, it is
a key technique for Arborists and will build naturally into ones
movement vocabulary.
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SRS/SRT DEVICES
SHOCK LOAD

It is said that 6kN is a critical point for the human body
in a sit harness (Arborist harness), any loads above this
may cause serious organ damage. Parachute harnesses
allow much higher peak loads but it is from the top
down that we may find use with the mechanical device
through tailoring the slippage limit to loads below
6kN. Tests run at ODSK show slippage
as low as 2.5kN for some devices. In
fact, anybody that has experienced
the Runner and Bulldog Bone will
understand that a fast descent never
stops immediately but brakes slowly.
If it were a car one would want this
mechanism rather than emergency
style stoppage and of course one
can easily imagine the lower peak
loads at the anchor point. To say this
clearly, a mechanical device offers
less resistance than a hitch (rope on
rope), can decelerate slowly and have in
built slippage if the climber were to shock
load the system.

ROPE RUNNER PRO

Did you watch Kevin Bingham climb in the RRP
advertisement video? Kevin is a very talented climber,
look at how simple his set up is, no foot ascender or
rope rocket, he footlocked about twenty meters
and simply floated around that huge tree.
There has been some changes to
the device that has refined it, most
strikingly is the softness of the edges
and if we look a little closer at it we
see three slick pins. It has been
designed to open and close without the parts
separating, so when transferring at height there
are no droppable parts. The karabiner attachment
and pulley mechanism is similar but has been
constructed in a clever way. There is a centralized
point for attaching a chest harness and above
this there are markings 1,2,3,4,5 for noting
adjustment settings for different ropes. The
tolerance of the bollard adjustment means that
these markings are general at best. What I see as the biggest
change is the addition of a plastic block next to the upper spine
which stops the head from lowering past a specific point when
moving upwards and creates a near frictionless tool for ascent
and other upward movement in the crown. It has an amazing
ability to tend slack, even in difficult positions with flat rope
angles. The Runner is known for its ability to tend slack when
climbing vertically but I was taken aback to see it tend slack by
itself with a flat diagonal rope angle. The friction points are not
flat but concave so there is no ‘breaking in’ period, it is fast and
smooth from start of use.
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MANUFACTURER

GORDON GORDON GORDON
SVEDBERG SVEDBERG SVEDBERG

CMI

ISC/DMM ISC/PETZL

PETZL

ROCK
EXOTICA

SRS/SRT DEVICES

ROCK
EXOTICA

ISC

CURVED

CURVED

NO

NO

TAZ

Rope Tek

ASCENSION

LOV2

D4

RIG
PETZL

HITCH HIKER 2
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AKIMBO

UNICENDER

CHICANE/
ZIGZAG

ROPE WRENCH/
ZIGZAG

Pulley/Hitch Cord

ROPE WRENCH
HITCH CLIMBER

ROPE RUNNER

dynamic cam

adjustable

Compact
BULLDOG BONE
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Compact
BULLDOG BONE

non-adjustable

MODEL

images not to
scale

Compact
BULLDOG BONE

JAPANESE ARB

3:1
Ascending

Trailing
ascenders

PETZL

ORIGIN
Rope Passage
Knee Ascender
Compatible
DdRT Compatible

STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
inefficient inefficient inefficient inefficient

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
inefficient

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
inefficient inefficient inefficient inefficient inefficient

10-13mm
7/16-1/2"

11.5-13mm
7/16-1/2"

11.5-13mm
7/16-1/2"

11.5-13mm
7/16-1/2"

11.5-13mm
7/16-1/2"

10-11.5mm 10.5-11.5mm 10-11mm
7/16+/-"
7/16"
7/16+/-"

EN891 A

-

variety

EN891 A

EN891 A

CE0082

In-House

In-House

Variety

Rope Diameter
mm
Recommended
Rope

11.5-12
7/16+"

10.5-12
7/16+"

10.5-12
7/16+/-"

11-13mm
7/16-1/2"

-

-

-

-

Certification

NO

NO

NO

NO

Quoted MBS

-

-

-

22.7kN

24kN

-

-

-

-

Quoted WLL

-

-

-

-

-

140kg
308 lb

140kg
308 lb

140kg
308 lb

Ease of
Installation

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium/
Difficult

Difficult

Medium

Medium

Ascending

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Vertical Descent

Smooth
when set
correctly

Smooth
when set
correctly

Smooth
when set
correctly

Smooth
when set
correctly

Smooth
when set
correctly

Smooth

Easy/
Smooth

Easy/
Smooth

Easy/
Smooth

Medium/ Very Easy/ Very Easy/ Very Easy/
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth

Easy

Easy

Easy

Height of Device

No pulley
Medium
friction
160mm
6.3"

No pulley
Medium
friction
160mm
6.3"

Mid-line Attach

YES/
Fast

Lateral Descent
(Jumping)
Branch Walking
Slack Tending

Adjustable
Friction
COMMENTS

(all except Ascension
have smooth cams)
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Easy

YALE
Kernmaster EN891 A
& Beeline
EN 12278
only with
NO
certified tether

Medium

Medium

YES/
YES/
YES
YES
Fast
Fast
Screw
SelfBolt adjust
activated
bollard
Hitch cord
cam-Finger adjusting
adjust
cam
Tool adjust
Ubiquitous
for arboreal
SRT. Great
for beginners
and advanced
climbers

NO

YES

YES

YES

11.5-13mm
7/16-1/2"

11.5-13mm
7/16-1/2"

EN891 A

-

EN891 A

EN12841:
2006

EN358
EN1284:
A/C

-

EN567:2013
EN12841 B:
2006

-

16kN

15kN

25kN

100/130kg
220/286 lb

200kg
440 lb

240kg
528 lb

140kg
308 lb

-

Sever sheath
at 4-6.5kN

Easy

Easy/
Medium

Easy

Easy

Easy

Medium

Easy

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Slow

Slow

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth/
Fast

Smooth

Smooth

Smooth
when set
correctly

Smooth

Smooth

Smooth

Smooth

Slow
Down-Climb

Difficult

Difficult

Difficult

Difficult

Difficult

Very Easy/
Smooth

NO

Medium

Easy

Medium/
Difficult

Medium/
Difficult

Medium

Easy

NO

Medium

No pulley
Hi eff. Pulley Pulley
No pulley
Pulley Low/medium
Pulley
Sheave
Medium Low
Medium Low
friction
Low
friction
Low
friction
friction
friction
friction
friction
160mm
230mm
>400mm
>400mm
>300mm
155mm
130mm
6.3"
9"
>15.8"
>15.8"
>11.8"
6.1"
5.2"

Very popular.
Tolerance
Gordon
Can be painful
between
continues
on the hand
One of the most
'slip' & 'too
to bring
to operate.
user-friendly modifications
light' is small. devices
&
4SRT
'Bird-Flap'
available improvements
Adj version
attachment
recommended
to the CBB
available. TRT
compatible

STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT

NO

YES/
Very fast

YES/
Fast

No pulley
No pulley No pulley
Low friction Low friction Low friction Medium
friction
230mm
<185mm
<200mm
150mm
<7.1"
7.9"
5.9"
9"
YES/
Very fast

YES/
Very fast

YES/
Very fast

2 adj cams
Finger adjust
The original
Difficult to
The first CE
arboreal SRT
adjust
certified
device. Often correctly
between
rope
Not an officially mechanical SRT overlooked for
choice
and
advised
device. 2 designs lack of pulley for climber's weight.
configuration. to choose from slack-tending but V compact and
– swivel and
a fantastic tool, superbly made
no-swivel
especially for
access& traverse
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YES

NO
300mm
11.8"
YES

Hitch cord
V interesting and
unique device.
Less popular
Great for access
because of box
and traverse. A compact Hitch
Less popular
cam. The small because
Certified as
of box
system. TRT
size makes it
an ascender
cam
compatible
great for belays
descender & fall
and sub-systems
arrester. Now
available as
TazLov3
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Open shell tooth
cam for ascent
only though downclimbing is possible.
Must be configured
with a second
certified device

UNICENDER

The Runner, along with Akimbo, Bone, ZigZag, in fact everything
except Rock Exotica’s Unicender, have a 'pulley' or 'bobbin' at
the bottom of the device, which insinuates that the Arborist
pulls up the rope to remove slack. It is called a ‘slack tending
pulley’ for good reason and can be traced back to use beneath
split tail systems. Typically a split tail hitch will be pulled and
then slack removed by pushing it upwards, giving a positive
affirmation of completion. A two handed operation may seem
sluggish, but when used on an SRS line the feet are engaged
in the pulling operation, and
slack is removed not by lifting
Double rope
the rope but by sliding the
descent
device up it becomes fast,
light and ergonomic.
Modern devices, within
MRS and SRS, all sit low
down, close to the harness.
Experimenting with split tail
systems on stationary lines I
found something unique in
the Unicender. Not only is it
the most simple to install, but
also pairs into a dual system
with ease so that a device
may trail along a second line.
And it tolerates a huge variety
of rope type and diameter.
That it has no pulley allows
different climbing techniques
and makes one wonder what
else is worth discovering from
the US, UK and Japanese rope
work historical lineage.
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The Big Tree
T

he alarm went off way before dawn. I woke up in
strange surroundings, with a faint coastal breeze
coming in the window. The day before, I had driven
400 miles from my home in Oregon to get to this part
of Northern California where the tallest trees in the world
grow. Now it was time to drive another hour in the pre-dawn
darkness to the old growth grove of redwoods where we
were to climb. I wanted a scenic spot to have lunch – a place
with a nice view, and this trek with fellow Tree Climbers
International member Jerry Beranek was just the ticket.

It's not that I had never climbed a big tree – cone collection
contracts in Oregon had included 200 foot Sugar Pine – but
the challenge of the biggest of them all was somehow
compelling and mysteriously irresistible. Jerry's reputation as
a consummate master of the redwood empire was comforting
enough to allay the fear of attempting something that most
people regard as foolhardy. Leaving the perfectly safe ground
to ascend over 300 feet in the canopy is, admittedly, very
hazardous. By using the most modern climbing techniques,
safety procedures, and proper equipment, we turned a lark
into an expedition.

Photo: @chrishenks

Upon arrival at the site, we had to pack our gear in. This
meant we couldn't bring much gear, period. The tree was
about a quarter mile up a moderately steep trail. (Another
quarter mile farther is the 357' tree that was climbed by Jerry
and TCI founder Peter Jenkins and detailed in the winter '87
issue of TREE CLIMBER magazine).
Weather conditions were perfect – the day had dawned
bright and clear – but as we entered the grove, the light level
dropped to a deep twilight shade under the multi-level forest
cover. No sky was visible to us down here on the forest floor,
and the tops of the trees couldn't be seen either. We felt like
mere ants in the land of the giants. My mouth gaped open in
awe as the first few monstrous trees came into view. Only a
couple hundred feet of their trunks were visible, giving the
ominous impression that the trees were a staircase to Jackin-the-Beanstalkville. We had entered another world – where
time had stopped twenty centuries earlier. We scrambled
over enormous rotten logs that had lain there, undisturbed,
for 500 years (They must have been several thousand years
old when they fell, soundlessly). We made the transition in
our minds, as well. We were now with nature, not in it.
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like the spongy bark of the puny backyard redwoods I periodically climb as
an arborist. As we went up, I made sure to keep at least one limb between
us as a safety precaution, lest he slip and come down against my flip line. A
second flip line was used for security as we unhooked to vertically pass by
limbs. My usual flip line is an eight foot length of proof coil chain, secured
by Klein harness swivel snaps at a side dee ring. This arrangement makes for
excellent adjustment of length, although somewhat heavy and noisy (Some
people accuse me of having offended the Gods, and of being condemned to
chain myself to the top of a tree every night, where an eagle tears out and
consumes my liver!).

Michael (Ox) Oxman

As we approached the two-foot diameter level, over a hundred and fifty feet
in the air, we were at a bare spot in the canopy of the neighboring tree. This
was the location where the first transfer would take place. Jerry paused and
told me to wait while he went up about 50 more feet to get a good tie-in.
He went on up, got tied in with a taught-line hitch, then slid back down to
where I waited. There was plenty of pendulum in his line. He swung over to
the next tree, whose limbs were about 15 feet away. He attached himself to
the trunk with his flip line, then unclipped his climbing line and sent it back
to me, where I repeated the procedure, and joined him.

It was quite obvious when we reached the tree. It was
significantly larger than the others, fifteen feet in diameter,
and very tubular. The sides of the tree trunk were parallel
– there was no apparent taper as my eye travelled up the
massive trunk. I craned my neck back and looked up and up,
the limbless trunk vanishing overhead into the competing
vegetation. Oh yes! This was indeed what I had come after.

Jerry didn't waste any time preparing for the ascent – he
knew what to do because he had been up this particular tree
before, so he acted as the lead climber. The plan was to go up
a smaller tree, swing over into a larger, twin-spired one, then
transfer on over into Big Daddy. I put on my Euc Man buttstrap saddle and was starting to flake out the 175 foot Safety
Blue climbing line, when he stopped me, saying that it should
be carried coiled because it wouldn't be used until quite a bit
later. I suddenly envied his lightweight 200 foot, three-eights
inch Gold Line and hand braided saddle.

This twin-trunked tree was hollowed out and bare of limbs in the space
between its two spires, like a big, outdoor room. Actually it was more like
stepping into a huge empty cathedral, majestic with sparkling dust floating
in long beams of filtered sunlight streaming down through the stained-glass
foliage. The trunks were like massive pillars, and branches radiated out from
the center. This ancient cathedral was more than twice as old as any built by
man. We climbed another hundred feet in reverent silence.
We bridged to the opposite of the tree, where the next transfer was to take
place. This time it was my turn to go up to set the line. Since the distance to
be traversed was greater this time, I went up a little higher, sixty to seventy
feet, then came back down on the taught-line hitch. Jerry took the tail of my
climbing line and tied a special 'Jam Knot', which he expertly tossed over
to a spot on the big tree where two interfering limbs crossed each other. It
wedged itself firmly between them, allowing me to hoist myself sideways,
hand over hand, until gaining a good enough hold to flip my safety chain
around a limb on the big tree and slack off the climbing line. Working my
way sideways over to the trunk on some foot-in-diameter sized limbs, I
went up the trunk a ways and got tied in with the tail of the rope. Going
back down to Jerry's elevation, he threw me the tail of his rope, which I
tied to the climbing line set in the big tree. He pulled it over to himself, and,
suspended between the two trees, made his transfer.

Our philosophies varied widely in the gear department.
Jerry is very minimalist, preferring to make his own, or adapt
existing equipment to his specialized uses. Ascenders and
line guns are some of the rigging tools he likes to use. As
for me, I like to carry a truckload of conventional arborist
equipment of the kind typically found in a Sierra Moreno
Mercantile catalog. All aerialists have their own preferences
– from professionals like Window Washers; Silo Painters;
Ironworkers; Electrical Linemen or Tree Surgeons, to amateurs
such as Spelunkers; some Search & Rescue people and Rock
Climbers. Recreational tree climbing takes from all these
disciplines and uses whatever works. The night before, Jerry
had cut and spliced a special, 30 foot flip line for me. Now
it was plain enough to see why. Jerry cautioned me about
nicking the top of the limbs, where breaking a small amount
of tension wood can cause large limbs to fail. We put on our
backpacks filled with camera gear, lunch, and other climbing
stuff. Jerry adjusted his flipline around the smaller redwood
(a seven-footer!) and started walking up the tree. I followed.

We were now all set to make the final leg of the climb. At this point, about
250 feet above the ground, the trunk was still six feet thick. It made the tree
we had just come out of look like a scrawny sapling. There was a lot of limbover activity, using two flip lines for safety as we climbed up. Jerry went to
the top, pulled up my climbing line and got me tied off, so I could make the
last part of the climb without having to keep stopping to flip in. Such a team
effort saves a lot of energy, and is much safer than each climber replicating
the movements of the other. Swapping gear as the situation demands
results in a synergy unattainable by a single climber.

What a workout! My anticipation turned quickly to
perspiration as I tried to keep up with Jerry, who moved
smoothly upward, above me. It was important to take big
steps, so the large diameter portion of the trunk didn't
consume too much of a limited ration of energy. I felt like a fly
climbing a flat glass wall. The bark was surprisingly firm, not
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When we finally reached the top, Jerry said, "Congratulations on breaking
the 300 foot barrier!". We didn't know exactly how high we were at the time,
but I felt overjoyed and relieved. We had a chance to talk and relax after
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the gruelling effort. There was plenty of room for
us both in this flat-topped tree. The treetop was
pancake shaped, with limbs the same diameter as
the trunk fanning out at the top. Maybe gravity
had decided that sap couldn't rise any higher than
this. By standing on the top branch, my head was
higher than any part of the tree, and I could see in
all directions. Farther up the valley was a whole
hillside of 300 plus footers. Old growth has the
striking characteristic of showing large portions of
individual tree trunks,
as they extend well
above the understory
in a magnificent
panorama. The ground
was invisible, forgotten
under a carpet of
velvet green, far below.
Besides, we had worked
up a big appetite, so it
was time for lunch. And
what a view!
All good things must
end, and it was finally
time to come down
to earth. We had one
thing to do on the way
back down, which
made the descent
more exciting, and less of a chore. Jerry wanted to measure
the exact height and diameter of the trunk. So, with one end
of a fifty foot tape, he started lowering himself off the edge
of this flat world into the abyss. I held the other end of the
tape at the highest point of the tree. After he reached the
fifty foot level, I descended to his level, where we measured
the circumference. The tree was fifteen feet around, or five
feet in diameter. Another fifty feet down, it was seven feet
thick. Fifty feet below that it was nine feet thick. It started to
become quite an operation for two climbers to maneuver the
tape around this massive girth. With all the limbs, there was a
lot of clambering around.
When we reached the lowest limb on the tree, (which
was about a hundred and sixty feet above the ground) we
switched to single rope technique. Doubled, our ropes would
not reach the ground. Jerry tied a running bowline around
this limb with my half inch climbing line. He tied his climbing
line through the bight of my bowline for later retrieval of the
two ropes. We then continued our descent on figure-eight
rappelling devices. We continued to measure girth every
fifty feet. After the sixth measurement, or 300 feet, we were
almost at ground level, and Jerry went down, leaving me up
in the tree, holding the tape. He made the last measurement
at ground level and announced that the tree was 336' 3" tall
(There may be a little room for slop in this measurement).
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Here I am hanging on a hundred and forty feet of my
rope with it footlocked off below the figure-eight
descender. (Note: Footlocking is a very fast ropeclimbing method where the rope is wrapped around
one foot, then clamped down by stepping on it with
the other.) Jerry decides to set up a tripod to take some
pictures, since the light is so low. To keep my mind
occupied, he takes the tail of my rope, and walks me
all the way around the tree trunk about three times,
says "Hang on!", then throws me out into space. What
a wild ride! I coiled around that
maypole a half dozen times –
with all the stretch in the line it
was a wide, springy arc, like a
ride at Disneyland. When I came
in for a soft landing, I pushed
back off again and wrapped
around three or four more
times, until it was time to pose
for the last picture, thirty-six
feet off the ground.
When I rappelled to the
ground, it was definitely time
to relieve my bladder, so I
stepped over to a convenient
bush. I heard a challenging
voice say to Jerry, "Where's
your commercial photography
permit?". Well, Jerry had
mentioned that he had told some friends where we would be
climbing that day, so I assumed it was them. Wrong! It was
a resident park aide, who was apparently out of things to do
at the moment. Since there is no procedure for dealing with
errant tree-climbers in his guidebook, I guess he figured that
he better invent one. At the time, I felt like turning around
from the shrubbery and answering, "I've got your permit
right here!". But I finished up, and let him say his piece. He
was concerned that falling limbs that we had dislodged could
possibly injure hikers, since we were on state parkland. A valid
issue, since we had no support from a ground party to secure
the area (a major fault). After checking our ID, and some more
posturing to demonstrate his authority, he went away.

FOR YOUR VERTICAL WORLD
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11mm Extreme Pro
MBS 40 kN (8992 lbf)
Sheath - 100% Polyester
Core - 100% Nylon 6.6

11 mm Extreme Pro
MBS 40 kN (8992 lbf)
Sheath - 100% Polyester
Core - 100% Nylon 6.6

After some figuring on the calculator, Jerry computed the
cubic volume of wood from our measurements of the tree.
At the going market rate for clear-heart redwood lumber, this
tree would have brought more than a quarter of a million
dollars at retail price. It's a good thing it's located in a park
reserve, and is protected by law. I hope it stays that way.
I'm still looking for my next fun climb up a monster tree,
in Oregon, California, or anywhere. I've got my eye on the
Big Pine (the worlds tallest Ponderosa Pine at 250 feet) near
my home in Southwest Oregon. Or, maybe it'll be a tree in
your neighborhood!
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BACKtoBACK
Stihl
v Echo
by Adam Jones

MSA 161T

SPECIFICATIONS

ECHO DCS2500T STIHL MSA 161T

Rated Voltage:		
Cost – Tool-only		
Cost – Basic Charger		
Cost – Fastest Charger		
Cost – Battery 2/2.5Ah
4Ah 		
6Ah		
Working Weight exc battery:
Wt- Battery 2/2.5Ah
4Ah 		
6Ah		
Chain Oil Tank Capacity:
Standard (Option) Bar Length:

50.4 (56)v		
£360/$435/€462
£96/$70/€143
£100/$100/€174
£175/$150/€205
1.6kg/3.5lb
1kg/2.2lb 		
120ml/cm3 / 4.05 fl oz
25cm/10" (30cm/12")

36v
£324/$430/€475
£60/$65/€70
£135/ $150/€135
£99/$130/€145
£126/$170/€189
£170/$190/€249
2.5kg/5.5lb
0.9kg/2lb
1.3kg/2.9lb
1.8kg/4lb
105ml/cm3 / 3.55 fl oz
30cm/12" (25cm/10")

Recommended Battery:
Charge Time:		
Run Time:			

2 (2.5)Ah		
20-42mins
< 18mins

200AP (4Ah)*
45-200mins
42-62mins

Vibration (top):		
Sound Pressure:		
Sound Power:		

3.3m/s2
89 dB(A)		
101 dB(A)		

2.5m/s2
84 dB(A)
94 dB(A)

H

*AP range includes 7.8Ah 300S

ead to head is a great leveller for product competitors,
because kit judged only on stats provided by enthused
manufacturers can easily cloud direct 'hands-off'
comparisons. We know only too well from compiling hundreds
of GUIDEs to equipment that they only really serve to narrow
the field for you to research further because it is often the
case that we have to use company-supplied data that we
know is optimistic at best if not downright misleading. As end
users, we want some objectivity and clarity, with no techy or
marketing blurb when it comes to the merits, functionality
and use of our kit. We can't really rely on the manufacturer
which is understandably biased and online/you tube reviews
are often cursory especially the 'out-of-the-box' nonsense with
'reviews' undertaken on a bench and sometimes clearly linked
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to the manufacturer. A combination of all available info is best
where you weed out the dubiously optimistic and unnecessary
whining to get a reasonable, middle ground view of the merits
or otherwise of the kit you are considering. Back to Back
comparisons, even for a few hours are a great way to find out
what works and what doesn't (in fact, even our stand-alone
reviews are always compared to similar kit or something we
have used before). Spending our hard-earned cash on 'capital'
items could affect your entire business if you make the wrong
choice so we try to work with kit for several months to get a
feel for the longevity. Months of real-use abuse will highlight
shortcomings and merits that an afternoon with a company rep
just won't so the fact that companies like Stihl and Echo (and
indeed Husqvarna and Oregon in recent times) are prepared to
submit their kit already inspires a lot of confidence.
We were fortunate to have been given the use of two of the
three best top-handle battery saws; the Stihl MSA 161T and the
Echo DES2500T. Both have been used in equal measure from
summertime, right through the British winter and into the spring.
This is important as it has forced exposure to a broad range
of working conditions. The usage has been varied, with both
saws making hundred if not thousands of cuts from technical
dismantling to being dragged through conifer hedge reductions,
to the intricate job of 'delicate' pruning cuts to achieve delicate
canopy reshapes and enhance fruit production.The key elements
for any trade when selecting a suitable tool are functionality,
consistency of performance, durability in the long term and value
for money. So, with this in mind we have compared these two in
as fair a set of equal conditions and uses as possible.
Before we discuss the business end of the saws and using them
let's mention a couple of 'features'. Both have visible oil tanks,
larger on the Echo than on the Stihl and both with a fold-out
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key-grip kind of screw cap that makes opening the tank with wet
hands much easier. Both have side-access chain tensioning, and
both have fold-out wire chainsaw hooks on the rear. Echo has
the edge because it can be clipped quickdraw style thanks to its
sprung, L-shaped hook that is also cranked to allow easy hooking
and, more particularly, unhooking with one hand by twisting the
saw slightly as you take it off a rigid chainsaw hook (won't work
on a loosely connected carabiner or hook). The Echo also has a
lanyard retaining hook at the bottom of the side handle so you
can connect the permanent lanyard to that and quick attach/
detach harness transport via the wire hook.

the limitations of a lower amp-hour battery. A second battery
is a must for both (in fact all) makes, particularly if you opt for
the Echo though at the time of writing getting a spare battery
in the US was easier said than done. If you are able to secure a
power source for the charger at your work site you will be able
to work continuously with regular battery changes. The charge
time will be less than the discharge time due to the nature of
the tool usage. We didn't have access to them for these tests
but both saws can utilise a high capacity back pack battery
connected via a short power cord and providing considerably
longer work time than regular batteries.

Both saws are top-handle, arborist models with batteries that
can be used across a range of other tools in their respective
ranges. This is an important consideration because the batteries
are the most expensive element given that you need more than
one. If you can use the same battery for other tools, pole saw,
ground saw and blower being the commonest, battery cost
becomes far more reasonable and justifiable.
The Achilles heel
for battery tools is
often the quality
of the battery,
currently, pretty much all
tools use lithium-ion batteries
and these are no exception with the
Stihl using 36v and the Echo using the 56v
(rated at 50.4v so it's called 50v in Europe,
56v in North America). Although considered
a 'modern' invention, this style of battery
first appeared around 1985. With this kind of
battery, charging is faster and voltage remains
stable through the discharge cycle, optimising
the running time. Advertised with a run time of 18 minutes,
the 50v Echo battery as a 2Ah (2.5Ah in North America) battery
definitely faded in use more quickly than the 36v Stihl, which,
at a suggested 62minute run time as the 4Ah AP300, did, as
expected, last longer. We have used battery tools a lot in the
last 30 years and there is no doubt that you should try to buy
the highest Ah/amp-hour batteries that you can afford though
the cost does rise steeply. 4Ah should really be a minimum for
pro tools and Echo's 2Ah with an inability to fit Echo's much
wider 4Ah battery reflect their wish to keep bulk and weight
to a minimum and this may well be your key consideration in
choosing this saw in which case you will have to put up with

Nevertheless, with regular batteries, the Stihl saw definitely
went the distance, far outlasting the Echo on a single charge,
testament to that higher AmpHour battery. The ability to access
on site charging would be beneficial for any battery tools which
see high usage but spare batteries will limit down time and a
reliance on recharging. Battery weight is significantly different,
the Stihl AP200 weighs 1.36kg/3lb, the AP300 1.8kg/4lb while
the Echo 2.5Ah is 0.97kg/2.1lb. This can and does have an
influence on the weight and balance of a handheld tool.
The Echo definitely felt as if it was the best balanced
from our operators' points of view, but
a basic comparison by suspension
showed little real difference.
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Batteries aside, both saws are now
available with the ¼” or 1.1mm chain,
the narrower section is more efficient
and arguably gives the electric saws
the endurance needed to ‘cut it' in the
professional environment. Too chunky a
chain has probably been responsible for stalling
acceptance of battery saws as earlier batteries
struggled to carve out a wider cut profile. Bar length is also a
factor to consider, often a personal choice or sometimes it’s just
what you get issued from the store. My personal preference is
for the longest bar available because, unless it is the fiddliest of
fruit tree prunings, I would rather have the option for greater
cutting capacity. The Stihl came with the 12” or 30cm while the
Echo had a 10” or 25cm, but does have a 12" option. We found
that with a little adaptation it is possible to run the Echo with a
30cm Stihl bar, although we stuck to the provided bar for this
comparison. Obviously, this adaptation is not recommended
and was done for research purposes only!
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Situated between the all-important bar and chain, and the
energy-giving battery is the body of the saw and the brushless
motor, if this part of the tool is not right, it won't matter how
good the battery and chain are. The general construction of
each model appears little changed from comparable models the
Stihl MS150 and the Echo 2511TES. The trigger is protected by
the 'dead-mans' or safety. A primary difference between the
two saws is how the power is activated. The Echo employs a
blister button on top of the handle, which needs to be pressed
before use. The chain brake then needs to be released and the
saw can be operated. The Stihl has an orange button on the side
of the handle which needs to be pressed in conjunction with
the top-mounted 'dead-mans' and only then can depressing
the trigger beneath activate the power to the chain. So both
have three stages before the chain is energised, providing good
safety but without compromising speed of activation because
they become second-nature.

Product code: DS02331

T: 01329 311451
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On balance, both these saws are good, with great track records
in battery tools so you will not be disappointed with either. If
you had the money there would be a case for having one of
each because if you want compact and lightweight for easy
manoeuvring around congested canopies and for more delicate
work, the Echo is your choice. If you want a more solid, longer
working saw with more grunt, that's the Stihl and if you want
to use a high capacity backpack for longer run-time that too is
the Stihl. Through regular and careful use, we have managed to
break both saws to some degree and this has provided a great
opportunity to check out the product support. On this note we
have to say that Stihl are way ahead, but this is to be expected
for such a well established brand. Echo have had some issues,
possibly victims of their own success? The dealer network in
the UK is still limited following a change in agency so service
centres are not all yet what they should be and parts can be
something of a unicorn. Even in the States, users struggle to buy
a spare battery so there is improvement necessary on that front
and this is being addressed with new partner contracts.
In the absence of affording both saws, your decision is more
likely to be determined by the battery choices and the range of
tools they support. The Echo only uses a unique 2/2.5Ah battery
while other tools in the 50v range (ground saw, blower, strimmer,
hedge trimmer, pole-saw) can use that or the larger 4Ah or a 16v
Backpack. Stihl has at least four AP batteries plus a backpack,
all powering the same tools as Echo plus a brushcutter, sprayer,
sweeper, rotary saw, mower and scarifier – it's quite a selection
and this alone could easily sway your decision quite apart from
the overall robust quality and excellent service support.
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Run time of both saws varied, with the Echo needing a fresh
battery or re-charge after shorter intervals of around 10 to 15
minutes for more sustained cutting, this is not a problem if you
have two or more batteries on the go. Battery change-over also
gives the operator an opportunity to check the oil levels, chain
lubricant can easily be forgotten when you're not visiting the
combi can for a top up of fuel. One advantage that the Stihl saw
has over the Echo, is the option for higher capacity batteries with
a greater capacity. The range of Stihl AP batteries are available in

a number of Amp Hour sizes (up to 7.8/9.36Ah for the AP300S),
their physical size is no different so all will fit in the tool. Echo
on the other hand, have physically differing size batteries which
are not interchangeable, limiting your choice to the one. For
Echo, there is a bigger battery option on the horizon, but with
apparent supply issues and a change of distribution network
this is not going to be available soon. As a Brit, I am well used to
talking endlessly about weather, so not to mention it in relation
to the two saws would be remiss of me. We have had a relatively
mild winter here in the UK, so operation of the saws in plunging
Arctic conditions was not quite achieved. The cold that we did get
seemed to have some influence on battery life, but as we did not
make any particularly scientific measurements, it is not fair to say
that it was overly detrimental. Rain, on the other hand has been
plentiful, and we have no choice but to continue working through
it on most occasions. The petrol saws we use don’t mind getting
wet so their exposure is not really ever considered, but we're
always a little more cautious when it comes to battery tools. The
fact that we now have battery cutting tools in the rescue sector
that can be used under water would tend to suggest that all other
battery tools will only tolerate a certain amount of inundation.
Not so much for fear of electric shock but we do not want the
expense and down-time of an electronic short-circuit. Neither saw
has been issued an IP (ingress protection) rating, the batteries
both sport pictograms suggesting exposure to rain (Echo) and
dunking in water (Stihl), should be avoided. On a number of
occasions this meant that we had to switch to petrol tools to
continue work, so much for the attempt at reducing our carbon
footprint… We can expect to see the complete waterproofing that
is now being used in rescue tools to translate across to chainsaws
albeit with a hefty price tag.

FO

The battery is located into a 'pouch' at the rear on both saws. The
battery is lowered in at a slight forward angle, which appears to
further enhance the compact design, probably utilising deadspace in the body and helping limit bulk and size. Once located,
both batteries lock into position with a reassuring click, reducing
or eliminating the risk of the battery dropping out. There is some
degree, of exposure of the batteries to knocks and more so
with the Echo which protrudes by almost 50% whereas the Stihl
sits entirely within the pouch with just the charge status LEDs
showing. There is potential for physical impact and damage to the
battery and this was realised with the Echo following a 'bump'
when in use, the battery housing cracked. This did not affect

its function on the day, however, it
did necessitate replacement unless
you're good with epoxy resin.
Although we didn't damage the
battery of the Stihl saw, we broke
one of the two battery retention
clips. We’re not sure exactly how
we did it, but this is a component
that then also needed replacement
before continued use. As if to level
the playing field, the Stihl too took
a bit of a knock from a hydraulic
platform resulting in separation of
the handle casing forward of the
trigger (pic right).While we do like to
abuse our test kit these were both
a consequence of regular working
rather than a 'test' but even this
unscripted damage didn't adversely
affect the day's work.
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Spikes are quite literally leg-irons with
a sharp spur or gaff on the inside that
digs into the wood (through the bark
or just into bark if it's thick enough) as
you either 'walk' up a tree or stabilize
your stance in readiness for cutting. In
the absence of suitable side branches to
stand on or a suitable rope anchor above
(because you're dismantling/sectioning
the tree as you descend), they provide
a stable grip and platform with your
pole-strap providing some security and
helping to pendulum your weight into the
spur or gaff. The spur itself has become
a replaceable component and more on
this vital element shortly but just to say
that most companies offer a short and
long spur with some offering a medium
or hybrid size. The short spur tended to
be used more for pole-work but there
are many species of tree with thin bark
that warrant use of the short rather than
medium or long spurs so you would

Photo by James Fairfield
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he more environmentally-minded
recoil at the sight of a set of treespikes (or 'climbers' as they're
known in the US utilities industry),
because it either means that another
tree has bitten the dust and is being
dismantled in its entirety or the wearer
is not too concerned for the health
and appearance of a tree in carrying
out routine maintenance work. I had a
friend in the business many moons ago
who, brilliant though he was and indeed
the best I've ever seen, used to wear
spikes for virtually every job despite us
all pointing out the woodpecker-attack
appearance of the trees he left behind.
That had changed by the 90's as the
realisation of how many disease entry
points were being created quite aside
from the disfigurement which clients
were presumably assured was perfectly
normal! Of course, if you're working
on timber that's being removed or the
whole tree is being felled, it doesn't
matter. Tree health and cosmetics aside,
tree spikes/climbers are essential to the
safety of the climbers for many types of
job, rope-safety will get you so far but
not all the way, all the time.

do well to have size options
available for varied domestic or
parkland work.
The US has three of the world's
oldest spike manufactures in Klein
Tools, Bashlin and Buckingham
Manufacturing, all of whom were
originally catering much more to
pole climbing than to arborists
and consequently still target at
least 50% of their equipment
ranges to utility pole climbers
(telegraph and electric poles).
Buckingham Mfg in Pennsylvania
are without doubt the oldest
climbing spike company in the world
so it's not surprising that they have the
largest range and like most companies
has many variations on frame materials,
shapes, widths, gaffs and bindings. They
provide the useful chart on frame designs
overleaf which obviously doesn't apply
to all or indeed many manufacturers,
some of which like Panther, Distel and
Edelrid have simplified things entirely
with just one or two frames but
different gaff and binding options.
The other huge player in this
market is Bashlin, (pic oppositetop-right), very much a utility
lineman company that caters to
arborists more as a sideline than
their core business. They have
stuck with the more traditional
brown leather straps favoured by
many a US arborists in particular
and still offer all-in-one frames with
non-replaceable spurs/gaffs (as do
Buckingham). You will often see Weaver
leather straps offered as an option
because they are widely regarded as the
premier leather-meisters but even they
offer artificial 'leather' straps. However,
even though well stitched leather
is a thing of beauty and remains an
extremely hardwearing and comfortable
material especially when it is faced with
softer calf-skin, there is no doubt that
the most progressive models are thermofoam padded with contoured reinforced/
protective cuffs secured by Velcro or
push-fit buckles.

We have NOT included the 'Bistel' Talons
as they are a very poor quality imitation
of the Distel and do not come even close
to meeting the ASTM load test and we
have also omitted Tomchy and one from
Amazon and Walmart – Cohu brand
because it looks too poorly made to be
a professional item using cable-ties to
attach the bindings and padding! In the
case of Tomchy they may be OK but we
can't verify their specifications. All three
appear to be Chinese made.

ABOVE RIGHT: Representative of a number of modern developments in spikes is Protek's R100 with a preformed plastic shell covering thermo-formed foam padding
with a breathable mesh on the inside. The straps on both the calf cuff and the foot are secured with Velcro or 'hook&loop' if the manufacturer isn't stumping up for
the real thing. This model uses a small D-Ring on the foot strap instead of the more usual ring to provide three-way attachment to the foot straps.
OPPOSITE: Alongside the traditional leather of the Bashlin 'climber' is Buckingham's homage to US line workers with their latest hydra-transfer Stars & Stripes livery
on a model with high-end push-fit buckles on the foot straps. A number of the frames, pads and straps from Bashlin, Buckingham and Klein are interchangeable.
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FRAME /SHAFT/SHANK DESIGN

This is the top attachment to the leg securing the shaft around
the calf. It comprises of padding to the frame and then to
the inside of the securing strap that goes around the calf.
Traditionally the upper cuff has incorporated a regular leather
strap with pin and hole adjusted just like a trouser belt and
this is still the case with many models today except that many
replace the more expensive leather with man-made fabrics less
inclined to absorb unsavoury body fluids
etc. The Harkie model on the right, which
has now been discontinued pending an
updated model, is a typical variation
with leather 'T-shaped' padding
beneath a leather or 'pleather' strap
securing it around the calf, Some use
Velcro straps like the Edelrid on the
left which has the advantage that it is
infinitely adjustable but the disadvantage
that its hook and loop fastening can get
'gummed' up by sawdust and debris. The
most recent trend is towards push-fit
buckles for speed which can be further
finitely adjusted by pulling the tail of the
webbing-see the Buck model on the title
page. Pin and hole straps on the other
hand, have set adjustment and while
both options keep things simple and
light, using spikes demands the straps
be quite tight to stop movement of the
top part of the frame, in effect, to stop
it flapping against the calf during
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Traditionally made from iron and
brought up to date with carbon steel
at the heavier but less expensive end
spikes rise in cost with one or two
stainless steel models and reduce in weight with aluminium and
carbon fibre models. Even lighter (though not by much), sturdy
and more expensive, are a few titanium models. Regardless
of material there may be two or three distinct components to
a climbing spike frame and this does NOT include the actual
pointy bit, the gaff or spur. The shaft or shank is the upright
section attaching to the stirrup at the bottom and the shaft
may be further sub-divided into a third component if it has
length adjustment which most do. Some models may have an
alloy stirrup and lower frame but a steel top adjustment to
the frame. In the Buckingham table above, the second frame
(listed here as CONTOURED but in our tables as PROFILED) is the
commonest construction for
a modern climbing spike.
The traditional straight
shaft doesn't really follow
the calf and ankles natural
shape and is consequently
less comfortable without
padding at the top to bridge
the calf's normal inward
curve towards the knee but
many offset the stirrup to
compensate. You can see this
padding in the Harkie model
on the right where soft leather
padding extends down the shank.
Some designs follow the legs contours more closely with an
indented shape at the bottom like this Edelrid model. Others,
like the Distel flatten the cross-section of the
shaft and then twisted it to face slightly
forward and better fit the angle of
the calf muscle and inhibit the shaft
digging in. A further refinement not
seen on many is to offset the stirrup
a little bit forward of the shaft because
your heel-rebate, into which the

stirrup sits, isn't actually directly
in line with the calf bone which
is the line most frames follow.
This design purports to direct
more load to the gaff/spur
without the need for so much
driving force, in other words,
it makes your climbing more
efficient. If that is true, not
many have adopted the offset
stirrup – perhaps the increased
production cost outweighs
the benefits?
Another
design that
hasn't caught on is Antec's (now owned by
Honeywell) articulated shaft model. This
may be discontinued but is still being sold in
France and has lateral articulation just above
the achilles area. It effectively gives you an
adjustable offset rather than the fixed angle
of conventional offsets like this other Antec
model providing better direction of force
to the gaff but you had better make sure
those bolts are tightened well.

The AKIMBO is a versatile,
mid-line attachable friction
device that allows climbers
to ascend and descend
stationary or moving rope
systems without needing
tools or changing
equipment.
Learn more at:
w w w. r o c k e x o t i c a . c o m

.

*Only use ropes approved by
Rock Exotica. Consult user
manual or website
for details.
Patented
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climbing if not properly secured. To counter
this possibility Bashlin and Buckingham started
putting curved metal plates in or around
the top plate that would not only increase
protection from the intrusive metal frame but
also grasp the calf even if the straps weren't overtly
tight. Some still use alloy cuffs but models like the
ground-breaking Distel models from Germany
started using a much longer, contoured plastic cuff
curved around a foam or thermo-moulded EVA
to provide protection and comfort. At the top end
of their range the plastic is replaced by carbonfibre – lighter and tougher but more
expensive. Uli Distel wasn't the first
to come up with this preformed cuff
idea but he did perfect the design
to make it the best compromise in
terms of weight, comfort and cost. If
you look at Jim Fairfield's title picture, the
climber is using a pair of Wolf Claws which we
think never made it much past 2010. These
have a full-length nylon 'cuff', more like the best part
of a boot, which incorporates the metal frame within
the moulding. It's a bit like an Ice Hockey leg pad
without the articulation but it obviously never caught
on much, possibly because it weighs as much as the
tree being climbed. Distel too had a prototype along
the same lines (pic left) albeit with much smoother curves
than the Wolf Claw.

STIRRUP

The boot support under the heel is important in working
comfort. Most use a curved inside face that allows some
leeway on the width of boot it will fit and some offer a narrow
or wide-fit option. It's often difficult to know where they are
measuring width from since the straight section
across the bottom can be half the width of the curved
section higher up so assume that the average width
is around 100mm/4" with narrow options at around
75mm/3". Before we talk about the sharp bit, it's
worth mentioning a couple of stirrup design additions
that might seem like an obvious enhancement but
will very much depend on your climbing style and type
of job. Grip on the underside of the stirrup to make
branch walking in between vertical spiking a safer and
easier operation. Some have serrations or ribs forged or
cast into the underside of the stirrup while others use a
rubber grip, in the case of Distel this is the world-leading
Vibram rubber used on mountaineering boot soles. This is
taken further by FTC with their Sting&Stay spike which has
a full metal spike set mounted beneath the stirrup – akin
to an instep crampon, indeed many European
stockists anglicise the name of the range of
products as 'crampons'. On the right you can
see the detachable two-spiked plate with
the spikes facing outward while the
regular spur faces inwards.
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SPIKES/GAFFS/SPURS

The first thing to note about the pointy-end of your
climbing 'leg-iron' is that it's imperative to keep it
sharp and properly profiled. It needs to penetrate the
bark to find a solid purchase in wood though there are
some trees that have bark so thick and tough that this is
impractical. It's all about penetration which requires it to
be sharp with a precise cross-section – usually triangular or
square. The efficiency of the spike is further enhanced with a
slick surface – a rusty spike is far harder to push in and pull out
than a teflon-style coating like Distel's PTFE and anodizing in
the case of many others. However, once the need to sharpen
arises you obviously begin to lose this more efficient
and protective coating. BUCKINGHAM have what they
call GRIP technology on some models. This stands
for Gaff Ridge Positioning and is purportedly specific
engineering that improves the security of placement
of the gaff, ie. it digs in better with less effort. This is
something that a few others have strived to achieve to
help decrease the fatigue of climbing in spikes.
Shorter spikes for utility poles (CCA poles in the US are
particularly tough and some will mention CCA in the title
of the product), medium or hybrid for trees with average
density bark and long spikes for thick bark; trees like pines
and sequoia. One oddity to mention is again the Antec
(now Honeywell/Miller) which has a single or
double gaff option, like a bull's horns. It's
unclear what, if any advantage this offers
since nobody else makes them? Regardless
of whether you have one or two, being so
sharp, you will want to cover your gaffs both
as a safety precaution against impale and to preserve
the keen point. Many offer a simple leather or plastic cap but
some offer something a little different – Buckingham have a
visually bright, plastic gaff-cover on a retractable lanyard (pic
left) so it stows out of the way when not in
use but is immediately to hand when you
want to cover them, unlike most loose
gaff covers which will have been lost two
minutes after you take them off. Perhaps
the best protection, and a means to keep
hold of those loose gaff covers is a protective
bag like the Protekt and Stein models below
which are supplied with your spikes.

SPIKING TECHNIQUES

Try not to snag your chainsaw trousers.
KleinTools are one of the oldest manufacturers
so we'll steal their sound advice on spur choice
and use......When using pole climbers,
remember that poles are not all
alike. Different wood species,
climate and pole age, as well
as different preservative
treatments (Creosote,
Penta, CCA) affect
climbability. Since these
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factors can result in significant differences in gaff penetration,
visually check gaff penetration with your full weight on the
climber before starting any climb. If penetration is shallow,
use extreme caution, because the gaff could “cut-out”, or the
increased stress on the gaff tip could cause the tip to break. To
allow for proper penetration, the minimum acceptable length
for the underside of a pole climber gaff is 1-7/16" (37 mm).
avoid gaff contact with metal objects when climbing (such as
pole ID tags, nails, poster staples, metal pole hardware, or any
other metal on the pole). When using tree climbers, remember
that trees are not all alike. Different species and bark thickness
affect climbability. Visually check gaff penetration in the same
manner described for pole climbers before starting any climb.
To allow for proper penetration: Use a tree-climber gaff with a
minimum underside length of 2-1/4" (57 mm). When the bark
thickness measures more than 2-1/2" (64 mm), make sure the
gaff is long enough to properly penetrate the wood under the
bark. Avoid gaff contact with metal objects when climbing (such
as nails, poster staples, or any other metal on the tree).
NB: The Wolf Claw and Harkie have been discontinued although
some Harkie spikes are still available from some stockists.
In our tables we have limited the entries to the generic
head-of-family' so to speak, and in particular any that have
a structural difference in the frame like a twist or offset or
permanent rather than replaceable gaffs/spurs. Companies like
Buckingham, Bashlin and Protekt have a vast number of models
but they are a variation on those 'head-of-family' models so
we have tried to picture different cuff options for different
models. In reality the same cuff and strapping options are often
available for ALL of the models listed.
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KNEE CRUISER
OUR NEW PRODUCTS
FOR SAFE TREE CARE
Discover your Vertical Freedom with the
KNEE CRUISER. The combination of a
CHEST CRUISER and a PRO STEP produces
the KNEE CRUISER knee ascender for
ergonomic rope climbs. This is specially
designed for use with single rope
techniques, e.g. with the TREEREX BUNGEE
CHEST with an elasticated cord for hauling
the ascender. The orientation of the
connection points on the CHEST CRUISER
ensures that the rope can run through
without resistance.
www.edelrid.com
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IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES:

Prices and weight etc, are for a model with specific features
as shown by solid black or orange squares. Options are shown
as outline squares n n or in green with alternate variants
shown in blue. We have generally shown the Velcro (or
equivalent) closure for bindings as the basic design.

ORIGIN:

The manufacturer's country but not always where it's made in
which case, if we know, there is an inset flag.
COST: approximate, rounded up and inclusive of local taxes
which are generally 20% in Europe. $ prices in orange are
a currency conversion (as of May 2022) for reference not
necessarily the actual selling price.
MATERIALS: for the main frame/shank and separately for
the gaff/spur. ALU means Aluminium Alloy unless otherwise
specified. STEEL means carbon steel and we assume this unless
the manufacturer specifically states Alloy-Steel which includes
elements like Molybdenum and Nickel to improve corrosion
resistance and strength etc. Gaffs available in more than one
material are listed as an option in the notes.
FRAME SHAPE: The shank or upright section of a frame can
be straight, twisted, or profiled (contoured) to match the leg's
shape more accurately. As the frame becomes the stirrup, this
may be straight (in line) or offset shown in orange or blue for a
different version in the same group of products.
HEIGHT ADJUST Increments: Adjustable height is shown
as a n or an actual figure for the range of adjustment is
shown with optional size ranges in green. Some provide the
increments by which you can make adjustments.
STIRRUP FITS FOOT WIDTH.... A measurement across
the width of the stirrup that your boot sits in. The width
of the straight section on the bottom is less than a width
measurement taken higher up on the curved section.
GAFFS/SPURS: The default spur size is shown in black with
other length options shown in green. The vast majority are
replaceable so the few that are not are indicated by an asterisk
and a note. The lengths quoted are from the manufacturer
and should indicate just the spike element of the gaff/spur but
some may have included the complete length including the
bolted section – this is usually obvious and we will have double
checked but one or two may have crept through if they are a
credible (but nevertheless incorrect) length.
CUFF SHELL & SHAPE: The material used in the 'protective
shell' which may cover padding at the top/calf end of the
frame with the binding often sitting over or through the shell/
pad. Some have obvious plastic or glass-fibre shells but most
are leather pads often with a softer facing leather on the
inside. The shell/padding may be contoured to curve around
the calf and extend further down to cover more of the metal
or they may be a simpler square band like a giant bracelet .
They might be a modified L-shape extending down the frame
and around the 'bracelet'. Most offer a range of options for
the cuff and bindings/straps with the simpler leather cuff
often cheaper than the more complex shell-type cuffs. Our
coding is shown below where C is the simplest and narrowest
square/bracelet shape (this may have extra L-shape padding
beneath and some, like Bashlin offer angled or straight 'legs'
for shaft insertion) , L is an inverted L-shape where the top
part wraps around to join the vertical section. T-shape has the
cuff wrapping around from both side of the upright section.
D-shape is a longer version of the C-cuff extending further
down the shank. Q-shape is a variation of the D-shape with a
more sculpted inner edge tapering towards the shank. Bear
in mind that some T and L shapes can be broad enough to be
almost indiscernible from the Q -shape. Sometimes the cuff
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and the padding are one and the same but our chart only
relates the shape of cuff to the padding/protective element.
C=

L=

T=

D=

Q=

WEIGHT Pair: for a pair of spikes including the binding,
padding and gaff as indicated by not being an option.
MBS / WLL/SWL: The MBS or Minimum Breaking Strength
or Load will always be a much higher figure than the Working
Load Limit or Safe Working Load which is usually calculated
at around 10% of the MBS. As with all systems the load figure
is limited by the weakest component because the spikes
themselves may be rated several times higher than the quoted
WLL. Note that any load figure means the TOTAL load applied
during wear – if you're a 114kg/250lb climber, unless you're
climbing naked, there is going to be significant additional
weight to add with boots, harness, hardware, helmet etc that
will increase in weight in rain so you will get close to the 350lb
SWL of a lot of these spikes exceed the limits on one or two.
Remember, it's the TOTAL weight not just your body weight.
FASTENING

This refers to the upper (cuff) strap shown as a solid black
square n and for the lower stirrup strap as an orange square n.
Options are shown as an outline square. n n
VELCRO: Velcro or Hook&Loop fastening
CLICK BUCKLE: A push-fit buckle like the Austrialpin Cobra
that speeds up donning and doffing.
THREAD BUCKLE: webbing is threaded through a ladder od
D buckles
LEATHER/EYELETS: Some straps that look like leather are
actually artificial like the Distal Weaver straps and therefore
listed as 'plastic'
PLASTIC/EYELETS: not necessarily 'plastic' but a catch-all
for nylons and man-made materials

New climbing rope for 2022

CUFF CONSTRUCTION
LEATHER/FELT: Usually a softer calf leather and sometimes

with a suede like inner face. WOOL or fleece was traditionally
used for padding but not seen so much any more but retro is
the new modern and wool is a timeless performer.
THERMO-FOAM/EVA: a foam lining that may be shaped
with rounded edges in the case of thermo-foam. EVA is a type
of foam, all are harder-wearing than simply a soft foam.
MESH LINER: a wicking mesh line on foam that moves sweat
away from the skin
METAL INSERT: A thin band of alloy or steel that helps
retain the shape and curve of the pad or increased support
between the frame and the cuff
GAFF COVER: Protective cover for the sharp bit. We haven't
included it but Bashlin also sell a protective heel cover to stop
you spiking yourself.
STORAGE BAG: Some like Protekt and Stein, include a handy
storage bag for a set of spikes in with the price quoted which
will often be large enough to cram other stuff in. An outline
square indicates that you can buy a 'spikes' bag separately
from this manufacturer.
COLOURS: Main colour of the shaft/stirrup with a secondary
colour (often the top of the shaft) shown as an outline. Also
the main colour of the cuff with a secondary or accent colour
shown as an outline. Note that many stockists sell colour and
pad options that are no longer sold by the manufacturer eg.
Bashlin now have 3 leather pad/cuff options but we often see
variations in stockists that are not now sold.
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INTRODUCING 11.8MM VESPER, WITH a LOW-PROFILE
SPLICE developed for use with approved
climbing devices.
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BD14B
BD14BOD
BD14BX

BD16B

BD16BC

PermanentGaff BD12
PermanentGaff BD12C
PermanentGaff BD12L
BuckAlloy

A94089AV
+94....variants

BuckAlloy
A94K2FG
+94..variants

BuckAlloy
A95089
+95..variants

BuckLite

TBG95K2V-SG
TBG94K2V-BL
TB94K2V-BL

BuckLite
Twisted
Shank-Pole

TB81429R
TB87479

BASHLIN

$306$560

BASHLIN

£498
$323$576
$277$536

BASHLIN

ALLOY
Steel
STEEL
Steel
STEEL
Steel
STEEL
Steel

$285$537

STEEL
Steel

BASHLIN

$258

STEEL
Steel

BUCKINGHAM

$771$832

Straight
Offset
Profiled
Offset
Twisted
Offset
Straight
Offset

15-18"
18-21"
15-18"
18-21"
15-18"
18-21"
15-18"
18-21"

41mm
1.6"
41mm
1.6"
41mm
1.6"
41mm
1.6"

-

-

-

-

63mm
2.5"
63mm
2.5"
63mm
2.5"
63mm
2.5"
63mm
2.5"

-

63mm
2.5"

C
T, L

2.2kg3.86kg
4.75lb8.5lb

C
T, L

2.7kg4.5kg
6-10lb

C
T, L

2.7kg4.5kg
6-10lb

C
T, L

2.5kg5.5lb4.3kg
9.5lb

C
T, L

2.5kg5.5lb4.3kg
9.5lb

C
T, L

2.5kg5.5lb4.3kg
9.5lb

FASTENINGS CUFF PADDING

-

n

-

-

n

-

-

n

-

-

-

n
n n n n n n

with colour strap/
nn
pad options. Velcro
C pads=3.5lbs
nn
L pads=0.5lbs
n Basic
Inc gaff gauge

bashlin.com

n
n n n n n n

with colour strap/
n
pad options. Velcro
n n C pads=3.5lbs
L pads=0.5lbs
n Basic
Inc gaff gauge

-

-

bashlin.com

n
n n n n n n

with colour strap/
n
pad options. Velcro
n n C pads=3.5lbs
L pads=0.5lbs
n Basic
Inc gaff gauge

-

-

bashlin.com

n
n n n n n n

with colour strap/
n
pad options. Velcro
n n C pads=3.5lbs
L pads=0.5lbs
n Basic
Inc gaff gauge

bashlin.com

bashlin.com

bashlin.com

Price & wt vary

-

n

-

-

-

Price & wt vary

Profiled
Offset

41mm
1.6"

ALLOY
Steel

Straight
Offset

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

44mm 54mm 62mm
1.75" 2.1" 2.4"

C
D, L

1.45kg 159kg n
3.2lb 350 lb n

$954

ALLOY
Steel

Straight
Offset

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

44mm 54mm 62mm
1.75" 2.1" 2.4"

D
L, C

BUCKINGHAM

$680

ALLOY
Steel

Straight
Offset

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

44mm 54mm 62mm
1.75" 2.1" 2.4"

BUCKINGHAM

$990
£584 TITANIUM Profiled
Offset
$1121
Steel
$1048

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

BUCKINGHAM

$1035 TITANIUM
€739
Steel

Twisted
Offset

BUCKINGHAM

$940
$883

TITANIUM Profiled
Offset
Steel

-

n

-

-

-

n
n n n n n n

with colour strap/
n
pad options. Velcro
n n C pads=3.5lbs
L pads=0.5lbs
n Basic
Inc gaff gauge

-

n
n n n n n n

with colour strap/
n
pad options. Velcro
n n C pads=3.5lbs
L pads=0.5lbs
n Basic
Inc gaff gauge

Price & wt vary

-

n

-

- n n -

All frames , pads,
n n straps
and gaffs are
interchangeable buckinghammfg.com
n n between
models
n n *Europe

n n - n n -

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs are
interchangeable. buckinghammfg.com
GRIP gaffs, see intro
for discussion.

-

n
n

1.86kg 159kg
n n 4.1lb 350 lb

-

n
n

L
CD

1.3kg 159kg n
2.8lb 350 lb n

n
n n

44mm 41mm 71mm
1.75" 1.6" 2.75"

D
L, C

1.6kg 159kg n
n 3.5 lb 350 lb n

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

44mm 41mm 71mm
1.75" 1.6" 2.75"

C
D, L

1.4kg 159kg n
3.1lb 350 lb n

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

38mm
1.5"

L
CD

1kg
2.3lb

Bottom/Foot Strap= n
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OPTION=

n or n

159kg
350 lb

-

-

-

n -

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs are
* interchangeable
between models. buckinghammfg.com
* GRIP gaffs, see intro
for discussion.

- n n -

nn
n

n n - n n -

nn
nn

'SG' in product
Code=Safety Green
Hi-Viz
buckinghammfg.com
GRIP gaffs, see intro
for discussion.

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs are buckinghammfg.com
interchangeable
between models

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs are buckinghammfg.com
interchangeable
between models

-

n
n

-

-

n
n

-

n
n n - n n n

n n - n n -

N/A: info Not Available/not given COLOURS: =Predominant colour
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WWW.

Price & wt vary

15-18"
18-21"

-

NOTES

Price & wt vary

41mm
1.6"

79mm
3.1"

COLOUR

Price & wt vary

15-18"
18-21"

BUCKINGHAM

-

CUFF
WLL/
WEIGHT
SHAPE
SWL
PAIR
Option
MBS

METAL INSERT
GAFF
COVER
STORAGE
BAG
CUFF

Option

VELCRO
CLICK
BUCKLE
THREAD
BUCKLE
LEATHER/
EYELETS
PLASTIC/
EYELETS
LEATHER/
FELT/WOOL
THERMOFOAM/EVA
MESH LINER

Increments

GAFF/SPUR
LONG

HEIGHT
ADJUST
Option

MED/
HYBRID

SHAPE
Shaft/
Stirrup

Twisted
Offset

BASHLIN

NOTES COST: Approx & inc local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only FASTENING: Top Cuff = n

64

MATERIAL
Frame/Shaft
Gaff/Spur

CLIMBING SPIKES/SPURS

www.arbclimber.com

FRAME

£746£792
$546$826

BASHLIN

TBG94K1VT-BL

BuckLite
Permanent
Gaff

COST

COMPANY

inc Tax/VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

images show only
one of a range of
options and are NOT
to scale

www.rescuemagazines.com
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Buck Steel
Offset

FASTENINGS CUFF PADDING

Profiled
Offset

161/4-183/4"
191/4-253/4"

44mm 41mm 71mm
1.75" 1.6" 2.75"

C
L, D

2.2kg 159kg n
4.8 lb 350 lb n

44mm 41mm 71mm
1.75" 1.6" 2.75"

L
CD
L
CD

VELCRO
CLICK
BUCKLE
THREAD
BUCKLE
LEATHER/
EYELETS
PLASTIC/
EYELETS
LEATHER/
FELT/WOOL
THERMOFOAM/EVA
MESH LINER

Increments

LONG

CUFF
WLL/
WEIGHT
SHAPE
SWL
PAIR
Option
MBS

£408
$404
$737
$577

STEEL
Steel

Buck Steel
Straight Stirrup BUCKINGHAM

£360
$398

STEEL
Steel

Profiled

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

BUCKINGHAM

$390
$370

STEEL
Steel

Profiled

161/4-183/4"
191/4-213/4"

40mm
1.6"

DISTEL

£371
$373
€355

PTFE-coated

Slight
Profile

34.3-47.8cm
6mm/1/4"

31mm 40mm 47mm FibreGlass 2.04kg 330kg n n
4.5 lb 726lb n n 1.2" 1.6" 1.85"
Q

DISTEL

£334
$394
€375

Slight
Profile
Offset

34.3-47.8cm
12mm

31mm 40mm 47mm FibreGlass 2.08kg 330kg n n
4.6 lb 726lb n n 1.2" 1.6" 1.85"
Q

DISTEL

£582
$723
€700

Slight
Profile
Offset

34-37.8cm
6mm/1/4"

31mm 40mm 47mm Plastic 1.66kg 330kg n n
3.6 lb 726lb n n 1.2" 1.6" 1.85"
Q

Profiled
Offset

35.5-45.7cm
14-18"
5mm / 0.2"

43mm
1.7"

-

S-15.5"
L=16.5"
none

-

50mm
2"

?

40mm
1.6"

-

SB93059

Buck Steel
Permanent
Gaff
81429R (Tree)
87479 (Pole)

Alu Classic*
Alu3
Alu Comfort
Alu Comfort Plus
Alu DMM
Carbon

ALU

Steel
ALU

PTFE-coated

Steel

CARBON
FIBRE

PTFE-coated

Steel

EDELRID

£358
$620
€395

Sting & Stay

FTC-TREE

coated
$312 STAINLESS
Profiled
€297 STEEL Stainless Steel

Griffe 1

HONEYWELL
MILLER/
KOMET

£251
$312

ALU
Stainless
Steel

1014991

HONEYWELL
MILLER/
KOMET

$683
€650

ALU
Stainless
Steel

Profiled
Offset

n3

40mm
1.6"

HONEYWELL
MILLER/ANTEC

$690
€662

ALU
Stainless
Steel

Profiled
Offset

NO

40mm
1.6"

HONEYWELL
MILLER/ANTEC

$412
€392
$480
€457

Talon

STEEL
Steel
powder-

Axess/Axis
1014990

Twin Spikes
3139/1/2

Articulated
3358

NOTES COST: Approx & inc local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only FASTENING: Top Cuff = n

Profiled

ALU
Profiled
Steel
Twin Steel articulated

n2

Bottom/Foot Strap= n
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-

78mm
3.1"

-

n

COLOUR

-

-

2.8kg 159kg n
6.2 lb 350 lb n

-

n
- n - n n
n

-

2.8kg 159kg n
6.2 lb 350 lb n

-

-

n
n n - n n
n

-

n

n n - n n

- n* - n -

- n* - n -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- n* - n -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FRAME

Option

SHAPE
Shaft/
Stirrup

METAL INSERT
GAFF
COVER
STORAGE
BAG
CUFF

GAFF/SPUR

MATERIAL
Frame/Shaft
Gaff/Spur

BUCKINGHAM

SB95059/ SB94089A
SB95K2V-BL
SBG95089Q2

66

HEIGHT
ADJUST
Option

CLIMBING SPIKES/SPURS
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SHORT

COST

COMPANY

inc Tax/VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

images show only
one of a range of
options and are NOT
to scale
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MED/
HYBRID

MARKET GUIDE

NOTES

Viz Safety Green
n n Hioption
with Bign
Buck Pads

WWW.

buckinghammfg.com

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs are
interchangeable buckinghammfg.com
between models.
23 deg gaff angle

nn

All frames , pads
& straps are
interchangeable buckinghammfg.com
between models

nn

*Alu Classic has been
DISCONTINUED
*Weaver straps

distelforst.de

nn
n

Vibram rubber
on underside of
stirrup.
*Weaver straps

distelforst.de

nn

Vibram rubber
on underside of
stirrup.
*Weaver straps

distelforst.de

nn

Plastic is
recycled rope
scraps

edelrid.de

2 sizes available for
< or > than 1.75m
height.
Has instep spikes

ftc-tree.com

70mm Plastic
D
2.75"

2.5kg
5.5 lb

-

Leather
T

3kg
6.6 lb

-

n -

- n - n - n - n

-

nn

-

Leather
T

2.4kg
5.3lb

-

-

-

n*
- n

-

*Image shows
Cam-'buckles' on sps.honeywell.com
nn
n calf and foot straps

-

n

Leather
D

N/A

-

-

-

n n
n n - n n
n n

-

nn

-

-

ABS
D

2.6kg
5.8lb

-

n -

- n -

-

nn

-

Cordura
C

3.2kg
7 lb

-

OPTION=

n or n

-

-

n
n

-

-

-

n

-

n
n

-

n*

n*
n*

n -

- n - n

- n - n n

n -

- n

N/A: info Not Available/not given COLOURS: =Predominant colour
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-

nn
n

Miller Komet
now owned by
Honeywell. Good
luck finding spikes
on the Honeywell
website

sps.honeywell.com

sps.honeywell.com
*Cam-'buckles'
on calf & foot
straps. May be
discontinued but
still being sold.

sps.honeywell.com
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Klein-Claw &
Hydra-Cool

1972..variants

1986..variants

KLEIN TOOLS

£423
$329

STEEL
Steel

Profiled

£320
$300

STEEL
Steel

£300
$280
£301
$270

KLEIN TOOLS

KLEIN TOOLS

KLEIN TOOLS

Carbon Fiber NOTCH GECKO

Aluminium 2.0
NOTCH GECKO
DMM*
NOTCH GECKO

NOTES COST: Approx & inc local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only FASTENING: Top Cuff = n

$799

$549

$329
€237

Profiled

Increments

34.3-47.8cm
6mm/1/4"

48mm
1.8"

38-48cm

-

CUFF
WLL/
WEIGHT
SHAPE
SWL
PAIR
Option
MBS

60mm FibreGlass 2kg
2.3"
Q
4.4lb

FASTENINGS CUFF PADDING
FASTENINGS
CUFF PADDING

95kg n n
210 lb n n

15-19"
43-53cm
17-21"

38mm 40mm 70mm Leather
C
1.5" 1.6" 2.75"

3.9kg 136kg
n
8.6 lb 300lb

Slight
Profile

15-19"
43-53cm
17-21"

38mm 40mm 70mm
1.5" 1.6" 2.75"

Leather
D
C, L

3.5kg 136kg n
7.7 lb 300lb n

STEEL
Steel

Slight
Profile

15-19"
43-53cm
17-21"

38mm 40mm 70mm Leather
1.5" 1.6" 2.75" C, L

2.7kg 136kg
6 lb 300lb

STEEL
Steel

Slight
Profile

15-19"
43-53cm
17-21"

39mm 40mm 70mm Leather
C, L
1.6" 1.6" 2.75"

2.7kg 136kg
6 lb 300lb

CARBON Strap=
Bottom/Foot
n
Slight

37.5-53cm
14¾-21”
6mm/1/4"

FIBER
Steel
ALU
Steel

powdercoated

STEEL
Steel

Profile
Offset

6mm/1/4"
38-48cm
6mm/1/4"
38-48cm
6mm/1/4"
38-48cm
6mm/1/4"

OPTION=

43mm
1.7"

Profiled

37.5-53cm
14¾-21”
6mm/1/4"

43mm
1.75"

Profiled
Offset

37.5-53cm
14¾-21”
6mm/1/4"

43mm
1.75"

Bottom/Foot Strap= n

TOP BRANDS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

n

-

-

n n n n

-

-

COLOUR

n n

n

-

NOTES

WWW.

n* n

*Titanium gaffs
lightest on the mkt
Cost $159
MBS 700-1600kg
*+Custom graphics

kiwiklimbers.com

nn

Hydra-Cool pads.
All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs are
interchangeable
between models

kleintools.com

FRAME

Option

METAL INSERT
GAFF
COVER
STORAGE
BAG
CUFF

GAFF/SPUR

VELCRO
CLICK
BUCKLE
THREAD
BUCKLE
LEATHER/
EYELETS
PLASTIC/
EYELETS
LEATHER/
FELT/WOOL
THERMOFOAM/EVA
MESH LINER

HEIGHT
ADJUST
Option

LONG

COST

KIWIKLIMBER

CARBONFIBRE
Titanium*

NOTES COST: Approx & inc local tax/VAT FASTENING: Top Cuff = n

Steel

SHAPE
Shaft/
Stirrup

$539$599

2214..variants

1907..variants

MATERIAL
Frame/Shaft
Gaff/Spur

CLIMBING SPIKES/SPURS

www.arbclimber.com

SHORT

K2

COMPANY

inc Tax/VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

images show only
one of images
a range of
NOT
options and
are NOT
to
scale
to scale
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MED/
HYBRID

MARKET GUIDE

*Weaver leather
-

-

n*

n n n

-

n n

-

All frames , pads,

and gaffs are
n n straps
interchangeable
between models

-

-

-

-

-

n
n
n

-

n
n
n

All frames , pads,

-

-

-

n

-

n n straps and gaffs are
interchangeable
n
between models

-

n n straps and gaffs are
interchangeable
n
between models

Q

-

-

-

n

4.4 lb

-

63mm
2.5"

FiberGlass
Q

2.4kg
5.3 lb

159kg n
350 lb n n - n - n n -

- n n

nn

-

63mm
2.5"

FiberGlass
Q

2.7kg
5.9 lb

159kg n
350 lb n n - n - n n -

- n n

nn

OPTION=

n or n

kleintools.com

All frames , pads,

n or n N/A:Fiberinfo Not Available/not given COLOURS: =Predominant colour - may indicate frame or Cuff.
63mm
2kg 159kg n
- n n Glass
- n n n n
350 lb n n
2.5"

kleintools.com

kleintools.com

notchequipment.com

ASTM F887
*DMM forged
notchequipment.com
shaft version to be
discontinued

ASTM F887

notchequipment.com

N/A: info Not Available/not given COLOURS: =Predominant colour

in the heart of Virginia

.............

Visit our store
or order Online

540-439-9038
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Panther
Spikes

PANTHER
( Ing JIRI RIMSA)

£288
ALU
$375* AlloySteel
€305

Panther
Spikes

PANTHER
( Ing JIRI RIMSA)

£420
$474
€451

PROTEKT

$197
€183

PROTEKT

$251
€234

PROTEKT

$282
€263

PROTEKT

$324
€302

DR3A

TREEUP
Iron Spikes
DR100

TREEUP

DR1/DR4

SP501/SP504

TREEUP

CARBON
FIBRE
AlloySteel
powdercoated

STEEL
Steel

powdercoated

STEEL
Steel

powdercoated

CUFF
WLL/
WEIGHT
SHAPE
SWL
PAIR
Option
MBS

FASTENINGS CUFF PADDING
FASTENINGS
CUFF PADDING

COLOUR

Profiled

41-47cm
16-181/2"
20mm/3/4"

43mm 53mm 63mm
1.7" 2" 2.5"

FiberGlass
Q

2.1kg 150kg n
4.6 lb 330lb n

- n n n - n - n n

Profiled

41-47cm
16-18.5"
20mm/3/4"

43mm 53mm 63mm
1.7" 2" 2.5"

FiberGlass
Q

1.67kg 150kg n
3.67 lb 330lb n

- n n n - n - n n

Profiled

33-48cm
13-19"

40mm
1.6"

Profiled
offset

45cm
17.7"

NO

45cm
17.7"

40mm
1.6"
40mm
1.6"

-

60mm Plastic
2.3"
D

3.16kg
7lb

-

60mm
2.3"

Leather
3.88kg
L
8.5lb
C

-

60mm
2.3"

Leather
3.85kg
L
8.5lb
C

-

60mm Leather 2.56kg
2.3"
L
5.6lb

-

60mm Leather 2.76kg
C
6lb
2.3"

-

n
- - - - - n - - n n
n

-

n
- - - n - n - n n
n

-

n
- - - n - n - n n
n

-

n
- - - n - n - n n
n

-

n
- - - n - n - n n
n

FRAME

Option

METAL INSERT
GAFF
COVER
STORAGE
BAG
CUFF

Increments

GAFF/SPUR

VELCRO
CLICK
BUCKLE
THREAD
BUCKLE
LEATHER/
EYELETS
PLASTIC/
EYELETS
LEATHER/
FELT/WOOL
THERMOFOAM/EVA
MESH LINER

HEIGHT
ADJUST
Option

LONG

SHAPE
Shaft/
Stirrup

n
nn
n
n
n
nn
n
n
n
nn
nn
n

NOTES

WWW.

*Sold
as RC1 Climbers pantherspikes.com
by Rock'nArb

35-48cm calf

pantherspikes.com

protekt.pl

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs fit
all models. Comes
with Short & Long
gaffs

protekt.pl

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs fit
all models. Comes
with Short & Long
gaffs

protekt.pl

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs fit
all models. Comes
with Short & Long
gaffs

protekt.pl

nn

All frames , pads,
straps and gaffs fit
all models. Comes
with Short & Long
gaffs

protekt.pl

- - n n n n - n -

nn
n

Textured base to
stirrup

spyderman.com

- - n - n - -

n n

nn
n

Grip surfaces
on underside of steinworldwide.com
stirrups

STEEL
Steel

Profiled

ALU
Steel

Slight
Profile

PROTEKT

$136
€306

ALU
Steel

Slight
Profile

n7

40mm
1.6"

Climb Right
Ultra-Lite

SPYDER

$278$333
$417

ALU
Steel

Straight
offset

40-47.6cm
15.75-18.75”

40mm
1.6"

-

67mm
2.6"

X2

STEIN

£359
$480

ALU

Straight

n7

43mm
1.7"

-

67mm Leather 2.2kg 125kg
Alu
4.8lb 275lb n 2.6"
C

TH1000

TREEHOG/
ARBORTEC

£270
€300

STEEL
Steel

Slight
Profile

45cm
NO

40mm
1.6"

-

60mm Leather 3.88kg
8.5lb
L
2.3"

-

n n
- - - n
n - n - n n
n

nn

comes with 2 sets
of gaffs

treehog.co.uk

TH1005
TH1003

TREEHOG/
ARBORTEC

£359
£354
€380

ALU
Steel

Slight
Profile

45cm
n7

40mm
1.6"

-

60mm Leather 2.56C
2.76kg
2.3"
5.6-6lb
L

-

- - -

n n - - n n n
n

nn

comes with 2 sets
of gaffs

treehog.co.uk

Alu Plus

TREERUNNER
(GRUBE)

€439

ALU
STEEL

Slight
Profile &
Twist

37-47cm

40mm
1.6"

-

Leather/
60mm GRP 2.28kg
5lb
2.3" Plastic
T

-

- - - n* - n - n*

nn

*Weaver leather

grube.eu

DR2/DR3

SP505/SP506

TREEUP

DR2A/DR3A
SP502/SP503

TREEUP
SP503

91225

71-284

NOTES COST: Approx & inc local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only FASTENING: Top Cuff = n
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SHORT

MARKET GUIDE

n7
45cm
17.7"

n7

Bottom/Foot Strap= n
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40mm
1.6"

OPTION=

n or n

Alu
C
L, D

2.2kg <160kg
n 4.9lb <350lb

n n n

N/A: info Not Available/not given COLOURS: =Predominant colour
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ART.... YOU HEATHENS
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HONEST WORK
The Art in Arboriculture

W

here is art found in
arboriculture? Perhaps in
throwing a throw line, breaking
a spade through rich earth, or in the
magnetic pull of a handsaw. These are
entry points for the arborist into their
art. Things like this draw us close to
the trees and into the arboreal world.
We look up into the crown and see the
tree’s architecture spreading outward
into an aerial adventure. We study the
microenvironments of a landscape
and determine which species of tree
will thrive in each unique corner. We
eliminate one branch in order to create
longevity for another. The muse has us
in her clutches now. We open our eye
loupe and magnify the most miniscule
world of bacteria and fungi, and
suddenly it becomes an entire
galaxy spiralling outward
under our thumb. The
arborist’s art can span
several lifetimes in
the natural world.
Our craft can
reach worlds and
touch lives far
beyond our own.
So in those fleeting
moments of artistic
potential there lies
endless responsibility.
Good art has a purpose. Good
arboriculture has an objective: to inspire,
to change, and to grow. Great art and
great arboriculture are both challenging.
The author Paul Auster says, “the essence
of being an artist is to confront the thing
you’re trying to do, to tackle it head on.
And if in wrestling with these things, you
manage to make something that is good,
well, it will have it’s own beauty.” It is
hard work managing to make something
good. But outside, a freedom await us
in wrestling with trees. I have wrangled
two hundred pound root balls from the
back of the dump truck, dragging the live
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weight
across
a front
yard and
skidding it, finally, next to
the planting site. Breathless,
I wrench it once more into the
planting hole. I step back and
look, but I’m not satisfied just
yet. I grip the ball once more
and rock and twist it until
the scaffolding of the young
architecture sits just perfectly.
Under a sweat-soaked brow
a vision comes to me of how
the young tree will sprawl
out across it’s new space into
something uniquely magnificent.
Maybe someday I will climb it,
or maybe my sons will climb it, or
their children, and perhaps that
would be the greatest reward
of all. The dirt on my hands
will be long gone, but the
artistic vision will still be
expanding from each
branch end out into
the world. It is worth
the effort in striving to
produce something good
and beautiful by working
with trees. In this freedom
is the opportunity to move
creatively through the landscape,
and to arrive at something beautiful
that clients can be happy with.
We must view the art of arboriculture
against the science of arboriculture
to understand it thoroughly. For
example, the science can be identified
in sample terms and phrases such as
Soil pH, xylem, phloem, mitochondria,
chlorophyll, rhizosphere, etc. These are
biological terms that guide the proper
application our practice. These aspects
of arboriculture help us define how
trees function in the world biologically.
They give us a basis for understanding

by TC

Mazar

biomechanics and
tree physiology. The
art in arboriculture
manifests itself when
we put into practice
the cultural methods
that are based on
this science. In the
urban forest where
people coexist with
trees, there is a
need for control,
for aesthetic, for
managing risk and
health. There is a
need for shaping
science artistically so
that it pulls at the
heartstrings of
people in order
to understand
and accept it. As
arborists, we must
illuminate the science
of arboriculture as a fine photographer
illuminates a great portrait or majestic
landscape. As soon as a long limb reaches
far over the peak of someone’s roof
and brushes up against the glass of a
bedroom window, then, finally, the artist
is summoned. “How much should be
pruned off,” the tree owner asks. The
arborist answers, “just enough so that
it doesn’t keep you up at night.” The
arborist must frame the shot just right.
When invasive pests move in across the
street in someone’s maple, or a buttress
root of the old Basswood downtown by
the corner of Maple and Locust Streets
is lifting a sidewalk, the artist sketches a
plan for moving forward, so that the tree
can move forward long into the future
as well. Like all public works though,
the arborist will be ridiculed by citizens
and politicians alike. The dispute must
be settled, and if the good arborist is a
crafty artist and knowledgeable, good
science will win the debate. In this way
arborists become translators between
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the civil and the natural world. The
arborist’s main responsibility is to learn
the language of trees and interpret it
for others. This ongoing conversation
challenges us to listen and explore. This
mastery of dialogue can be one of the
most useful tools we have, even more
so than the handsaw and the spade.
Highly effective arboriculture is based in
the art of conversation, and in conveying
well-researched information. So then the
arborist must be a consummate learner
and a pragmatic myth buster, always
seeking out the apical point of the best
information. We are a critical link between
people and trees. It is there in that
overlapping space between the person
and the tree where our brushstrokes can
be most lucid on the canvas.
Artistic arboriculture leads to growth,
support and preservation of healthy trees
and therefore, healthy environments.
Communities with larger canopy cover
have cleaner air quality and more
biodiversity. Moods and psyches are
richer. Within healthy tree communities
that boast diverse inventories, citizens
are rewarded with deep breaths of
quality air and quality life. By protecting
trees, we protect all life in this sense.
The town center may be gifted with
the welcome sight of brilliant yellow
on the Goldfinch perched at the end
of the Sugar Maple limb, or a flock of
cedar waxwings mobbing the last bit of
hackberries before their long flight to
Florida. Wildlife diversity is a signpost
of a healthy urban forest. And this wild
life of the arborist leads to unthinkable
adventures, mishaps and lessons in that
inter-connected web of life. A close
encounter with a raccoon in a hollow
cavity of a basswood, or saving a squirrel
nest from the union of a sycamore, or
a red-tailed hawk ripping past us in the
top of a Norway spruce; these lucky
encounters never lose their zest or zeal.
Through this interaction of touching
trees, as Shigo had encouraged, we can
enrich all of the lives in the ecosystem
resting on the pillars of healthy trees.
By blending art and science, promoting
healthy natural systems leads to the
freest form expression.
Like all great art, arboriculture has rules
and standards. There are endless critics.
“That cut is too big...that cut is too
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small,” is one ongoing debate across the
forums. There are topics of efficiency
too: moving ropes versus static ropes,
long lanyards versus short lanyards, and
basal anchors versus canopy anchors.
Some climbers look like Christmas trees
over burdened with ornament, and some
look like Clark’s brother Eddie. But the
arborist should be judged and measured
by the processes through which we work,
by the life of the trees we work on, not
by the rust on our truck. We are guided
by best management practices, and they
are guided by history and research. But
the best judge, the determining factor
by which most of our work is guided is
always the tree. How long will it stand?
We project general standards against the
specific character of tree on which we are
working. There is the art in arboriculture.
The stable foundations of science and
standards must be applied to an everchanging organic system, many times
while dealing with a subjective bias’
of the people we are working for. Each
tree species and each client is slightly
different. Therefore, we are required to
apply varied tactics in each situation.
In this way we take a general form and
translate it into a unique function, as do
all great artists. The great writer Annie
Dillard wrote that, “I never saw a tree
that was no tree in particular.” I never
saw an arborist that was no arborist in
particular, either. We all have a slightly
different vision of the natural world. Our
teachers and mentors will guide our work
in different ways too. We grow outward
and upward in much the same way a tree
does: not one is exactly the same. Our
legacy will become like a ripple on water,
real energy moving outward, underneath
which is a reflection of our self.
Robert Henri wrote in his classic work The
Art Spirit, “A good painting is a remarkable
feat of organization.” Henri suggests
that art is an expression of structure.
Although we may, in one sense, think of
an individual tree as a work of art already
produced by nature, beautiful in its own
right, we can also think of it as a canvas on
which the arborist creates something else.
The arborist deciphers the tree’s growth
habit and health through an analysis of
structure. We may observe a shear crack,
a wilted candle from White Pine weevil,
or a deep bark inclusion in a large branch
union. Then what does the arborist

create? A subordinated limb or a thinning
cut, a cable, a brace; or simply the grace
by which we rope a piece of wood down
through the great maze of limbs in the
crown. The art in arboriculture is art in
motion. It is a dance through time in
which the tree leads and we follow. The
arborist must listen to the music of the
trees as we dance on the wild wood of
our cities and towns and backyards. David
George Haskell’s words from his book The
Song of Trees illustrates the notion of
“…life’s irrepressible urge to turn sunlight
into song,”. From this perspective, the
arborist surely does dance on sunshine.
In our dialogue with people we must help
them to hear the music.
We plant a tree and watch it weave itself
through a corner of the community over
many years. Like a mature tree, a young
tree, too, is a medium for the arborist.
We know that real art is lasting. And
each young tree, as it matures, is a scale
against which we measure the quality
of our work. Aldo Leopold wrote, “Acts
of creation are ordinarily reserved for
gods and poets, but humbler folk may
circumvent this restriction if they know
how. To plant a pine, for example, one
need be neither god nor poet; one
need only own a shovel.” The humble
arborist rolls burlapped rootballs of
soil into planting holes. They shape the
future with their spade, and by doing so
that future is bright. Perhaps this is the
simplest form of art within our trade: to
give a young tree a good place to live.
It is certainly a simple way to make the
world a better place.
There are many aspects to how art
manifests itself in arboriculture. In fact,
art is nestled within the very definition
of arboriculture. The edges of that art
are outlined in strong science. Our clients
shape it too. It’s roots hold fast in the
mentors and management practices
that are handed down to us through
time. It is a tradition that we follow.
And sometimes we may break the
rules in order to arrive at a more pure,
truer form of practice. Accuracy grows
advancement. Like an apical bud, we
are always moving toward the light that
draws us skyward, the light that give
us energy to create. We climb and dig
today for a better world tomorrow. This
is arboriculture. This is honest work.
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PETZL TREECARE
SOLUTIONS
Being effective in your daily work as an arborist means mastering advanced techniques
and having the best equipment to efficiently move around and position yourself in the
trees. Here's Waldo Etherington in his element at Stourhead Arboretum in Wiltshire.

Tree care solution includes a ZIGZAG PLUS
mechanical Prusik, a CHICANE auxiliary braking
device and a 11.6 mm FLOW low stretch
kernmantel rope. www.petzl.com

